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CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF INDEPENDENCE CONCEPTS
FOR CONTINUOUS UTILITIES
BERNHARD VON STENGEL
This paperexaminesnine independenceconceptsfor ordinaland expectedutilities:utility
and preference independence,weak separability(a uniqueness of nonstrict conditional
preferences),as well as generalizationsthat allow for complete indifferenceor reversalof
preferences. Some of these conditions are closed under set-theoretic operations,which
simplifiesthe verificationof such assumptionsin a practicaldecision analysis.Preference
independenceis closed under union without assumptionsof strict essentiality,which are
howevernecessaryfor closure under differencesof preferenceindependenceand its mentionedgeneralizations.The well-knownadditiverepresentationof a utilityfunctionis used, in
a correctedform with a self-containedproof, to show closure under symmetricdifference.
This generalizesa classicalresultof Gorman(1968),and supplementsits proof. Generalized
utility independence has all, whereas weak separabilityhas no closure properties.An
independentset of any kind is utilityor preferenceindependentif this holds for a subset.
Counterexamplesare giventhroughoutto showthat the resultsare as strongas possible.The
approachconsistentlyuses conditionalfunctionsinstead of preferencerelations,based on
simpletopologicalnotionslike connectivityand continuity.

1. Introduction. Notions of independence or "separability"have been investigated in a number of economic settings. They are importantfor the analysis of
decisions under certaintyand uncertainty(cf. Fishburn[11], Keeney and Raiffa [17])
and for measuringpreferences(cf. Krantzet al. [19]),or for problemsof aggregation
and decentralization(cf. Blackorby,Primontand Russell [4]). Closure properties,in
particularwith respect to the set-theoreticoperationsunion, intersectionand difference applied to overlappingsets of essential variables,are of practicalimportanceif
independenceassumptionshave to be verified,for instance in order to use a specific
representationof the utilityfunction(cf. [10],[17]).From a theoreticalpoint of view,
closureunder the mentionedoperationsleads to a unique hierarchyof "independent
attributes"with a correspondingfunctional decomposition.This hierarchycan be
denoted by a "utility tree" for utility functions (Gorman[14, pp. 373ff]),which can
also be applied to expected-utilityfunctions (von Stengel [27]), and which is, more
generally,given by a "compositiontree" for quite a numberof settingsin combinatorial optimization(M6hring and Radermacher[23]). (Interestingly,a typical, rather
simple argumenttaken from generaltopology-Lemma 10 below-can in the present
context be used to establish this composition tree; the closure under symmetric
differenceis not needed in the generalmodel [23, p. 329],and its proof requiresmore
complicatedmethods;cf. Theorems21 and 22 below.) We focus here on the closure
propertiesalone; the main results are indicatedin the abstract.
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Most of the concepts are defined in Fishburnand Keeney [12],whose terminology
we use. The functionalequationsthat define the independenceconcepts are given in
?2; representationswith conditionalfunctionsand the use of continuityare stated in
?3. Predominantlytechnical material has mostly been deferred to appendices.We
systematicallyinvestigateall set-theoreticoperationsfor each single concept in ?4, ?5
and ?6, and the relationship between any two concepts for the special case of
comparablesets in ?7. We have not surveyedall operationsbetween sets of any two
concepts, although most theorems and counterexampleshave been designed to
captureas many results in this directionas possible. ?7 will be of help to the reader
interestedin this, and the spiritof the counterexamples(whichare somewhatsimilar
to the examplesof Fishburnand Keeney [12, pp. 304ff])should be clear. They have
been constructedwith the aid of the proofs (and vice versa, as usual),which suggests
that the latter are rathercanonical;for instance,Counterexample24 is a near miss of
a disproofof Theorem 19.
The present paper also relates very closely to Gorman[14] and seems to give the
first correct proof of a main result of that paper. The followingconnectionsto [14]
should be stressed:the closure under union for the conditionof preferenceindependence as well as its "weaker"form WPI (s.b.) holds withoutstrict essentiality.It can
be proved without the additive representationand the "Cauchy-equation"used in
[14, p. 372], [4, p. 132], and furthermoreholds even if this representationdoes not
exist (Counterexample23 below). So this closureconditionconvenientlyreplacesone
of the three main steps in Gorman'sproof;the closure under differences,given strict
essentiality,is here proved as there. The third step for the symmetricdifference,in
[14] also needed for the union, uses a theoremabout associativefunctions,howeverin
a strongerformthan actuallyprovedby Aczel [1, p. 312],whichis cited in [14, p. 371],
[4, p. 129]as the source for this theorem.This is pointed out in detail in AppendixE;
the reason is that the respective functions need to be bijective in each argument
("invertible"in [1]), but are here only injective(cancellative),not necessarilysurjective. An exampleis a utility function that is a sum of three real variablesrangingin
finite intervals.Nevertheless, Gorman'stheorem is true, actuallyif and only if the
result ascribedto Aczel holds, and it is provedin full in AppendixE. Nearlyall of the
technical aspects needed to establish the additive utility function are given there,
which may be of interest to some readers.
A few general mathematicalmethods are used ratheruniformlyin the proofs. We
employ functionalrepresentationswith conditionalfunctions (Lemma 4), which are
convenientwhen applyingseveralindependenceassumptions.In fact, Lemma6 states
that a functional representationin terms of a "subutility"function with arbitrary
reference vector entails the constraintsof strict monotonicitygiven by preference
independence (compare [4, p. 56f]). We should like to mention that, for general
multiplacefunctions, decompositionssolely into suitable conditionalfunctions lead
naturallyto closure propertiesas consideredhere, but under certain strongerconditions. This theory is described in von Stengel [28] and sketched further following
Proposition16 below. Conditionalpreference relationsare used only in AppendixA
to providea simplifiedversion of weak separability.
The assumptionsabout the domainof the utilityfunctioncan be kept very general.
Instead of finite-dimensionalEuclidean spaces [12] or visualizationswith "indifference curves" or "isoquants" [20], we use mere topological connectivity (like
Debreu [8], [9]),which sufficesthroughoutand is necessaryin the importantcases (cf.
Counterexamples13 and 27). This is also more general than the arcconnectivity
assumed by Gorman [14, p. 367]. An exception is the assumptionof topological
separabilityfor the existence of a utilityfunction(cf. AppendixA), which is however
not used in proofs. This conditionis essentiallyimplicitif one assumesthat the given
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preferencerelation is representedby a real-valuedutilityfunction;compareWakker
[29, p. 106]. Only the basic notions of general topology (cf., e.g., Kelley [18]) are
employed;there is no need to use arcs, sequences, limits, convexityor even differentiability.Instead, almost every argumentcan be carried out consideringthe ranges,
generally intervals, of real-valued functions in suitable representations.The most
involvednotion is that of compactnessof a real intervalin the proofs of Lemma 10
and Theorem 21.
The investigationof the assumptionof strict essentialityis somewhatincomplete.
This condition is treated here mainly because correspondingstatements have been
made in the literature,in particular[14, Theorem 1]. In Mak [21], strict essentiality
for all variables is crucial in deriving closure properties for weak separability[21,
p. 259];see also [22]. In comparison,our assumptionsare muchweaker,and possible
reversalsof preferences are also considered,which however do not lead to greater
generality(compareCounterexamples14 and 17 and the second paragraphof ?6). A
useful tool in using strict essentialityseems to be Lemma 10, as demonstratedin the
proof of Theorem 19.
Also, it is open whether separatecontinuityof the utilityfunctionin its individual
variableswouldbe a sufficientgeneralcondition,as mentionedin the beginningof ?3.
Conceivablecounterexamplesto joint continuitywould have been too arcane,though.
Finally, the fact that most of the counterexamplesare fairly simple might suggest
even more general independenceconcepts with new closure properties.Since these
counterexamplesemployfunctionsthat are piecewise affinein each variable,such an
approachwould however involve divisionsof domains not only into subspaces,but
into subsets of coordinateaxes, which is clearlybeyond the scope of this paper.
As concernsnotation,we have tried to use the letters of the alphabetand not the
popular hats, stars and overbarsto distinguishbetween different objects, with an
attempt to use at most one prime or subscript.Instead of using superscripts,fixed
elements are denoted by numerals0, 1,2, etc. (as in [14, p. 367]), since these are
immediatelyrecognizedas constants.They are elements of abstractsets, and should
be easily distinguishablefrom numbersthat are used at the same time to count (in
subscriptsof y0, Y1,.. ., say). Furthermore,primed variablestend to be more fixed
than naked ones, but this will alwaysbe indicated;note also the remarkfollowing
Definition 1. A dot as in g[ , y] stands anonymouslyfor a single argumentof a
function that results from a function(here g) of severalvariablesif all variablesbut
this one are fixed (at y), as stated in Definition 1.
2. Definitionsand summaryof closure properties. We assume a finite set M is
given, whose elements, which we simplycall coordinates,may be used to index, for
instance, given attributes, goods or time periods. For each i e M let Si be a
nonempty, topologicallyconnected set (e.g., a real interval),whose elements may
correspondinglydenote possible attributelevels or amountsof consumption.Given a
set A of coordinates, define SA = I

ASi to be the space spanned by the corre-

sponding"coordinateaxes" Si, i e A, equippedwith the usual producttopologyand
thereforealso topologicallyconnected.No particularorderingof the coordinatesshall
be assumed, so that they may be arrangedinto groups as it is suitable: given a
partition , of M (that is, a set of nonempty,pairwisedisjointsets whose union is
M), we can postulate
SM=- H SB.
Beg
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As a special case, if M is the disjointunion of the sets A and B with 9= {A, B},
this postulate says SM = SA X SB.

The set SMmaybe interpreted,for instance,as the "outcomespace"of a decision.
It is here the domainof a so-called utilityfunction [4], [14]
f: SM ->R

(also called ordinal utility function or "value function" [171) that represents a
preferencerelation for sure prospects. The concepts defined below apply to this
preference relation,which we will howevernot considerfurther:it is merely important to note that a utilityfunctionis unique only up to strictlyincreasingtransformations, that is, any concept defined in terms of f must also apply to the function
mapping x E Sm to Ob[f(x)], where (3: F -> R is a strictly increasing function on the

image F of f. We assume that a utility function exists that, additionally,is also
continuous:conditionsfor its existenceare given in Debreu [8] (cf. also AppendixA).
The image of the continuous function f: SM -- [Ris an interval since SM is connected

by assumption.We also assumeusuallythat all coordinatesare essential(with respect
to f), that is, for i E M, B = M - {i} there are elements y E SB and x, x' E Si such
that f(x, y) - f(x', y) (arranging coordinates such that SM = Si X SB); this is a
nugatory assumption since, for inessential coordinates i, the set SB = SM-i can

serve as a domainfor f insteadof SM(i.e., inessentialvariablesof f can be dropped).
Si is called strictly essential [14] if for all y E SB there are x, x' E Si with f(x, y) :
f(x', y).

Some concepts require the more restrictive interpretationof f as a so-called
expected-utility
function. Then a preference relation is given on a set of probability
distributionsover outcomes, and the expectation of f represents preferences. An
expected-utilityfunction is unique up to strictly increasing affine transformations.
Usually, properties of an expected-utilityfunction that are implied by given conditions of so-called "utilityindependence"(s.b.) are purely algebraicin characterand
do not require topologicalconditions(for instance, Theorems 12 and 22 below; this
point is stressed further in [27]; for a survey of decompositionsof expected-utility
functions cf. Farquhar[10]). Here, we also suppose continuityin regardingutility
independence in connectionwith a concept that also applies to sure-prospectdecisions (cf. Theorem25 below). Conditionsfor the existenceof a continuousexpectedutilityfunctionon a connected domain are given in Debreu [9, p. 18].
For a partition {A, B) of M, SA and SB are topologically connected sets. For
brevity, let X = S4, Y = SB, thus SM = SA X SB = X X Y. We say X fulfills a certain

independenceconcept (where it is understoodthat X is independentof "of Y" with
respect to the given function f: X X Y -> R) provideda specificfunctionalrepresentation of f(x, y) exists in terms of y E Y and a real value h(x) for x E X, for some
function h of X.
DEFINITION 1. Let f: X x Y --> R. In the following definitions, it is assumed that
functions h: X -> [Rand g: H X Y -> [R,where H is the image of h, can be chosen

suitablysuch that

f(x,y)

-g[h(x),y]

holds for x E X, y E Y and such that g fulfillscertain propertieswith respect to its
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1. Implication Diagram of Independence Concepts, with Restrictions on g[, y] in f(x, y) =

g[h(x), y].

first argument. By g[-, y] we denote the function H -> R that maps h E H to
g[h, y]. Throughout, y is any element of Y. Then X is called
PI
(preference independent) if g[, y] is strictly increasing,
WPI (weakly preference independent) if g[., y] is strictly increasing or constant,
GPI (generalized preference independent) if g[, y] is strictly monotonic (i.e.,
strictly increasing or decreasing) or constant,
WII (weakly indifference independent) if g[ ,0] is injective for some element 0
of Y.
WS (weakly separable) if g[-, y] is (not necessarily strictly) increasing,
GS
(generalized separable) if g[ , y] is monotonic,
GUI (generalized utility independent) if g[ , y] is affine, that is, g[h, y] = a(y)
h + b(y) for some a, b: Y -> R,
WUI (weakly utility independent) if thereby always a(y) > 0,
UI
(utility independent) if thereby a(y) > 0 holds.
(As notational convention, the ranges for variables or images of functions denoted
by lower case letters, irrespective of primes or subscripts, shall be those denoted by
the corresponding upper case letters, if not indicated otherwise.)
Definition 1 makes sense even if f is not assumed to be continuous on a connected
domain; we will shortly investigate the implications of this additional hypothesis. In
Figure 1 we have depicted the various implications that hold between the defined
independence concepts, which are more or less obvious. To observe that GPI implies
WII, note that, in f(x, y) = g[h(x), y], the function g[ , y] cannot always be constant if x is essential (if x is inessential, we can choose h constant, so that g[-, y] is
trivially injective on the one-point set H; this case shall nevertheless be excluded).
The prefix "W" (except for "WII", which we named following [12]) indicates that
g[ ,y] has to be increasing (in the weaker sense) and can therefore also be constant,
whereas the prefix "G" allows for a change of orientation, that is, g[, y] can be
increasing as well as decreasing for different y.
In Figure 1 we have indicated with superscripts under which set-theoretic operations the respective independence concept is closed, in the following sense: given
f: SM--->R and a set A c M of coordinates, a specific independent concept
either applies to SA or not, viz., if a respective functional decomposition for f: SA X
SM-A -> R exists or not. Since SA is uniquely identified by A, we also say "A is
independent" if SA is, and thus investigate whether with independent sets A, B of
coordinates also A u B, A n B, A - B or AAB = (A - B) U (B - A) are independent. This will generally only hold for overlapping (i.e., intersecting, noncomparable) sets A, B, if all coordinates in M are essential (which, as mentioned, can be
assumed without loss of generality). These closure properties are shown in Figure 1
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under the continuity hypotheses (which can be omitted for UI, WUI and GUI), and
will be proved below where they are new. We will also give counterexamples for the
indicated cases that closure properties do not apply, in particular for the concepts
WS, GS of weak and generalized separability.
The above concepts have been defined explicitly in the literature (with the exception, perhaps, of WUI, WPI and GS), usually with respect to the given preference
relation the utility function represents. The "utility independence" concepts UI,
WUI, GUI make sense only for an expected-utility function f since they are not
invariant under strictly increasing, but only under positive-affine transformations of f;
for a definition in terms of the represented preference relation over gambles, cf. (for
example) Fishburn and Keeney [12, p. 297f]. All other concepts apply to utility
functions and, of course, the more specific expected-utility functions. Preference
independence of X, also called (strict) separability (Blackorby, Primont and Russell
[4], Gorman [14]), asserts an independence of the "induced preference relation" on
the subspace X; cf. Debreu [9, p. 21], Fishburn and Keeney [12, p. 299], Gorman [14,
p. 367]. For GPI (and WPI in a similar way), cf. Fishburn and Keeney [12, p. 299f];
the equivalence of WII with the concept used there will be explained shortly.
The concept WS of weak separability has been introduced by Bliss [5, pp. 147-151]
and is named here following Blackorby, Primont and Russell [4, pp. 42-60]. A
simplified account of their concept is given in Appendix A.
3.

Reference vectors and continuous subutilities.

It is well known that if

f: X x Y -> R is a continuous function on a connected domain, and X is preference

independent, say, then g and h in the representation f(x, y) = g[h(x), y] can also
be chosen as continuous functions. In the proofs below, it however suffices to use the
continuity of the function g[., y]: H -> R for y E Y, on which the restriction (e.g.,
"strictly increasing") is imposed to define the particular type of independence (e.g.,
PI). This separate continuity of g (in its first variable) corresponds to the assumption
that f(x, y) is continuous in x, as will be shown shortly. Obviously, f(x, y) is
continuous in y (for fixed x) iff g[h(x), y] is. The separate continuity of f(x, y) in x
and y follows from joint continuity of f: SM -o>R, where X may be an arbitrary
subspace SA of SM. If connectivity of Y is not needed, Y may be equipped with the
trivial topology (and thus be an arbitrary, for instance, finite set), so that f(x, y) is
trivially continuous in y, and continuity of f is equivalent to continuity of f(x, y) in
x. In many cases below, we will simply assume that f is continuous, even though
separate continuity (of f(x, y, z, t) in x, y and z, say) may suffice, if the argument of
f is split into several parts.
According to Debreu [9, p. 22], if X is PI, with f(x, y) = g[h(x), y], where f(x, y)
and h(x) are continuous in x and X is connected, then g[, y]: H -> R is also
continuous for all y E Y (Gorman [14] assumed arcconnectivity, which is unnecessarily strong; cf. also the discussion in [15]). This follows from the following, rather
intuitive lemma; compare also Wakker [33, Lemma 2.1].
LEMMA 2. Let g: H ->o , where H is an interval, be monotonic. Then g is
continuous iff the image G of g is an interval.
PROOF. A monotonic function on an interval is continuous iff it leaves no gaps.
The formal details are straightforward. o
We immediately obtain that, for GS and therefore (cf. Figure 1) for all the
above independence concepts except WII, g[, y] is continuous provided h and
f(, y): X -> R are and X is connected, since the images of these functions are
intervals (note that affine functions are trivially continuous):
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COROLLARY3. Let f: X X Y -> R, the set X be topologically connected and h and f
be continuous,where

f(x,y)

=g[h(x),y].

Thenif X is PI, PI,, GPI, WSor GS with g, h as in Definition1, g[, y]: H -o R is
continuousfor all y E Y.
Lemma2 also showsthat if 4 is a strictlyincreasingtransformationof a continuous
utility function f: SM -> R, where SM is connected, then ( is continuous on the

image of f if (and only if) 4[f( )] is; see also Wakker[33].
The fact that, in turn, h can be chosen continuousif f(x, y) is continuousin x
follows for WII (and any strongerconcept) from the followinglemma. For WS, h in
Definition 1 can be chosen continuousaccordingto Appendix A; however,we will
merely show that even if g and h (and thus f) in Definition 1 are restrictedto be
continuous functions on connected domains, no closure properties hold for WS
or GS.
LEMMA4. Givenf: X x Y -> R, let 0 be an elementof Y and K be the imageof the
functionf(f, 0). Thenthefollowingstatementsare equivalent:
(a) f(x, y) = g[h(x), y] and g[ , 0] is injectivefor somefunctionsg, h,
(b) f(x, y) = g'[f(x, 0), y] for a unique function g': K X Y -> 1R.

Thesestatementsremainequivalentif any one of the restrictionsgiven by an independenceconceptin Definition1 is imposedon g and g'.
PROOF. If the equationin (b) holds, then g' is uniquelydeterminedsince K is the

image of f(, 0). The condition (b) implies (a) with g = g' since then g[, 0] is the
identityidK on K and thereforeinjective.Here, any restrictionimposedon g' applies
obviouslyto g.
Conversely, suppose (a) holds. Let H be the image of h. Since f(x, O) = g[h(x), 01],

the image of the injectivefunction g[., 0] on H is K. Let 4: K -> H be the inverseof
this function.Then
h(x) = b(g[h(x),O])

f(x, y) =g[
(

f(x,0)),y]

= 0(f(x,0))

and

=: g'[f(x,O),y],

which shows(b). If a restrictiongivenby a concept of Definition 1 is imposedon g in
(a), it applies to g' in (b) for WII since g'[, 0] = idK. For GS, which subsumesthe
other concepts,note that in this case the function g[', 0] is monotonicand therefore
strictly monotonic because it is injective. If g[, 0] is affine, strictly increasing or
strictly monotonic, then so is its inverse b, and these properties,as well as being
simplyincreasingor monotonicor constant,carryover, correspondingly,from g[, y]
to g[b(-), y] = g'[l, y] for all y. a
If X is WII, the asserted injectivityof g[, 0] thus implies that 0 E Y is a suitable
referencevector, so that the conditionalfunction f(, 0) (which is called "subutility"
function in [14, p. 368]) can be used instead of h in Definition 1. The equation in
Lemma 4(b) also shows the equivalenceto Fishburnand Keeney's definitionof WII
[12, p. 297]. If f(x, y) is continuous (it suffices: in x), f(, 0) is continuous, too. For
WII itself, this does not yield continuity of g[-, y] since no monotonicity constraint is

imposedon this function;neitherwill such a conditionbe necessaryin the application
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of WII (in particularTheorem 25 below). However,this holds for the next stronger
concept GPI:
COROLLARY5. Let f: X X Y -o>R be continuous, where X is topologically connected. Let X be GPI and let 0 E Y be such that the functionf(-, O) is not constant;
that is, its imageis a nondegenerateintervalK. Then

f(x,y)

=g[f(x,0),y]

holds with a function g: K X Y -> R, where g[, y]: K -> lR is continuous and either

strictlymonotonicor constant, respectively.
With f(x, y) = g[h(x), y] as in Definition1 where X is GPI, the function
g[t, 0] is not constantif f(*, 0) is not constantand thus strictlymonotonicand thereby
injective.The claim follows from Lemma4 and Corollary3. o
Lemma4 can in general not be applied to the conceptsWS or GS, since if g[-, y]:
H -> R is alwaysmonotonic, and even if for any h, h' E H with h < h' there exists
y E Y with g[h, y] < g[h', y], then g[., y] maynonethelessnever be injective,that is,
no suitable referencevector exists (otherwise,these conceptswould implyWII).
Applied to preference independencePI, Lemma 4 shows that an arbitraryreferPROOF.

ence vector can be chosen (cf. also [4, p. 56]). Let this vector be denoted by a new
variable y' E Y instead of 0. In Lemma 4(b), the function g' depends in general on
the choice of y'; this can be expressed by adding y' as an additional argument to a
new, single function, call it g again:

f(x,y)

=g[f(x,y'),y',y].

Whenever the variable y' is fixed (note that it does not appear on the left-hand side),
the old equation of Lemma 4(b) is given. The domain of g is here a subset of
F x Y x Y, where F is the image of f: if y' is fixed, f(., y') does not necessarily take
all the values of f. So let g[k, y', y] be defined for all y, y' E Y and all k E F such
that k = f(x, y') for some x E X. Interestingly enough, this functional equation is
already sufficient for X to be PI, provided X and Y are topologically connected and
f(x, y) is continuous in x and y. In other words, given these topological conditions,
PI <> WII with arbitrary reference vector 0

(compare this also with the assertion "GPI I* II" in Fishburn and Keeney [12,
p. 300f] for convexX, Y). This is assertedby the followinglemmawhich is provedin
Appendix B.
LEMMA6.

Let X and Y be topologically connected and f: X X Y -* R be continu-

ous. Then
f(x, y) -g[f(x,

y'), y

]

holdsfor somefunctiong if and only if X is PI. Thisequationimpliesthat thefunction

gE ,

y ]: K(y')

-*

R is continuous and strictly increasing, where K(y') is the image of

f(, y'), and that g[l, y, y] is the identityon K(y); if X is UI, then, in addition,
g[, y', y] is affine.
4. Closure under union. Let f: SM -> [Rbe the given utility function and assume
that all coordinates in M are essential. Then, for different sets A, B c M of
coordinates, the independence of SA and SB (for a given concept) may entail the
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independence of the spaces corresponding to the three coordinate sets A- B,
A n B, B -A and their unions AAB, A U B. The only case with interesting
consequences will be given if all these three sets are nonempty (and thus contain
essential coordinates), i.e., if A and B overlap. For shorthand, we write X = S_B,
Y= SAnB, Z = SB-A and T= -SM(AUB) and thus consider f(x, y, z, t) with essential variables x, y, z. The set T may contain only the empty vector () if T = So, i.e., if
A U B = M; otherwise, t is also an essential variable of f(x, y, z, t).
To show that indeed only overlapping independent sets A, B of coordinates can
have closure properties, we consider the alternative cases that A, B are comparable
or disjoint. The respective counterexamples we consider in some detail, since other,
more complicated ones further below are constructed by similar methods. Assume B
is contained in A, i.e., Z = So above. So, let f: X X Y x T --> and X x Y and Y
be independent; the only relevant question is whether X = SA_B is also independent.
We show that even given the strongest independence assumption UI (cf. Figure 1) for
X x Y and Y, neither WII nor GS has to hold for X, so no closure properties apply
to comparable independent sets; in particular, no independence concept is closed
under complements. We let T be inessential, so f: X x Y --> , and X x Y is trivially
UI since f(x, y) = g[f(x, y), ()], where g[ , ()] is the identity idF on the image F of
f and thus positive-affine.
COUNTEREXAMPLE
7. There is a continuous function f: X X Y -> R with intervals
X, Y, such that Y is UI but X is not WII.
PROOF. Consider a function with values as indicated in Figure 2.
Since only two values for y are given, we can use linear interpolation to obtain a
function that is affine in y E [0, 1] = Y. The two rows of the table we can extend to
two continuous functions p, q of x E [-1, 1] = X, e.g., p(x) = Ixl and
q(x) =(2 2 + x

for x <0,
for x >0

(piecewise definitions we usually give in such a way that they are defined twice on the
border point, here x = 0, with the same value, here q(0)= 2, thus automatically
obtaining continuity). The resulting function is f(x, y) = p(x) + (q(x) - p(x)) ?y
(cf. Figure 2), and since the coefficient of y is given by
q(x)-p(x)P(X)J =J2 -xl
q(x)
2

for -1 <x < 0,
for 0< x <1,
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i.e., is alwayspositive, it is assuredthat Y is UI. The idea is that f(x, y) cannot be
expressedin terms of f(x, y') for any fixed y' E Y, i.e., no representation
y'), y]

f(x, y) =g[f(x,

(1)

exists,whichwould be the case if X were WII by Lemma4, for the followingreason:
for any two different x, x' there exists y with f(x, y)

f(x', y), so that f(*, y')

would have to be injectiveif (1) were to hold. But this is not the case for any y', as is
easily seen from Figure 2: to be precise, observethat
f(-1, y')

= 1 + (2 - 1) y' = 1 -y' + 2y' =f(1

-y',y')

(cf. the bold lines in Figure 2), so with (1) we would obtain
2=q(-1)=f(-1,1)

=g[f(-1,y'),1]
-g[f(1

=f(1 - y', 1) = q(1 - y') = 3 -y'

- y',y'),1]

or y' = 1; but this choice of y' in (1) is certainlynot possible since then f(., y') =
f(, 1) = q and q is constant for negative arguments.Thus X is not WII. The
counterexampleis constructedto obtain certain global properties of the function:
p(x) and q(x) could have been chosen as polynomialsto complete the above table
(with somewhatmore complicatedcomputationsto show a specificcontradiction),so
conditionsof differentiabilitywould not change the matter. a
There is a continuous function f: X x Y -> R with intervals
Y
X is not GS.
is
UI
but
such
that
X, Y,
8.
COUNTEREXAMPLE

PROOF. The scheme is similar: take the table

f(,y)

1

-1

0

0

1

2

1

3

4

3

y

interpolate with p(x) = x + 1 < q(x) = 4 - x2 for -1 < x < 1 so that f(x, y) =

p(x) + (q(x) - p(x)) y for 0 < y < 1, where Y is UI. The table sufficesto see that
X is not GS: f(, O) increases but f(, 1) partly increases and decreases. So, with
f(x,y)

= g[h(x), y] and h(- 1) < h(O), say (h(- 1) # h(0) is necessary), the function

g[, 0]-assumed to be monotonic-would be increasing,thus h(0) < h(1); but the
inequality f(-

1, 1) < f(0, 1) shows that g[-, 1] also increases, with f(0, 1) < f(l, 1) in

consequence,which is not true. D
If the sets of coordinatesA and B are disjointand SA and SB are independent,it
is merely interesting whether the space SAUB that correspondsto their union is
independent, too, since there are no additional sets given by their intersection,
differencesor symmetricdifference.The intersectionof two disjointcoordinatesets
correspondsto the space So with a single element ( ) which can be regardedas the
value for an additional inessential variable. Similarly, the converse holds: if
f: X x Y x Z x T --> is given and y is inessentialwith respect to f(x, y, z, t), the
independence of X x Y and Y x Z is equivalent to that of X and Z, regarding
f(x, z, t) only, since y can be dropped.So any overlapmust be regardedwith respect
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to essential coordinates. For no type of independence, any closure properties hold for
disjoint independent sets:
COUNTEREXAMPLE9. There is a continuous function f: X X Z X T -->R with
intervals X, Z, T, such that X and Z are UI but X X Z is neither GS nor WII.
PROOF. Consider the function f: X x Z x T - R with X = Z = R and T = [1, 2]
given by

= t x + (3 - t)

f(x, z,t)

z.

Here, X and Z are certainly UI. For x, z = 0, 1 and t = 1, 2 we have
t=1

t=2
x

x

f(x,z,t)
0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

2

1

2

3

1

3

z

This shows X x Z is not GS, since no total order on X x Z can be established that is
independent of t E T: if f(x, z, t) = g[h(x, z), t] with monotonic g[-, t], then g[, 1]
and g[, 2] would have to have the same orientation since both f(0, 0, 1) < f(1, 1, 1)
and f(0, 0, 2) < f(1, 1, 2) hold; but, in contrast, f(O, 1, 1) > f(1, 0, 1) and f(O, 1, 2) <
f(1, 0,2).
To show that X x Z is not WII, assume, to the contrary, that for some fixed
t' E T, f(x, z, t) = g[f(x, z, t'), t] according to Lemma 4. Geometrically regarded, the graph of the function f(x, z, t') of x, z is a plane that is tilted-depending
on the value of t'-around the line given by {f(x, x, t')lx E X}. The solutions of
f(x, z, t') = constant in X x Z are lines which depend on t': with constant = 1, for
instance, we obtain f(1/t', 0, t') = f(O, 1/(3 - t'), t'), which would imply f(1/t', 0, t)
f(0, 1/(3 - t'), t) for all t, or
1
1
tT = (3 - t) 3_t

resp.

3 - t'
3- t
t
t' =

which is not true for t = t'. So X x Z is not WII. o
We now proceed to investigate closure under union of overlapping sets of coordinates for the different independence concepts. First, we will prove it for PI and WPI,
using the following lemma, which has additional applications further below.
LEMMA 10. Let Y, Z be nonempty topologically connected sets, k: Y x Z -> ,
k(y,z) be continuous in y and z and A, B be two elements of the image K of k, A < B.
Then K is an interval, and at least one of the following cases holds:
(a) there is an element zo of Z such that the function k(, zo) takes a constant value
C, where A < C < B, or
(b) with I(z) defined as the interval that is the image of the continuous function
k(., z) for z E Z, A and B are linked by a finite chain of such intervals, more precisely:
there are elements zO, 1,..., zn of Z (n > O) such that A E I(zO), B E I(zn) and

I( zi)

I( zi+ 1)

has nonempty interiorfor 0 < i < n.
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The proof is given in Appendix C. Lemma 10 is concerned with "partial images",
that is, with the images of the conditional functions k(', z) for a separately continuous function k of two variables that are given if one of the variables is fixed (at z).
These images I(z) exhaust the image of k, since k(y, z) E I(z). In case (a), I(z) is
for some z degenerated to a one-point set {C}. Case (b) states that if this is not the
case, finitely many of successively intersecting such images connect two arbitrary
images A and B under k; the fact that the intersections contain at a time not only
one point but a whole neighborhood of it (and therefore several different points) will
be useful later.
The following theorem has been given under stronger hypotheses by Gorman [14,
p. 372], in particular with strict essentiality of z for f(x, y, z, t), using an additive
representation like in Theorem 21 below that depends on t. Our proof is independent
of such a representation, which may not exist under the weaker hypotheses; an
example is the function f(x, y, z) + t for t E IRwith f as in Counterexample 23
below. Gorman [14, p. 367] also assumed arcconnectivity, which is not necessary; also,
this condition does not seem to produce additional positive results since in the
counterexamples below, coordinate axes are intervals which are arcconnected and
even convex. A second assumption in [14] is topological separability, which is here
essentially implicit in considering a real-valued utility function instead of a preference
relation [29, p. 106], as mentioned in the introduction. In the following theorems, only
those variables are assumed to be essential for which this is necessary (note that
Theorem 11 is of a certain interest even if z is inessential; compare Proposition 28
below).
11. Let X, Y, Z be topologically connected, f: X X Y X Z X T -~ R be
THEOREM
continuous, where y is essential for f(x, y, z, t), and let X x Y be GPI. Then if Y x Z is
PI or WPI, so is X x Y x Z.
PROOF. Let-according
(1)

to Definition 1f(x, y,z,t)

= g[h(x, y),z, t]
j[x,k(y,z),t],

where g[, z, t] is strictly monotonic or constant, and j[x, , t] is strictly increasing or
constant, the latter only if Y x Z is WPI but not PI. By Corollary 5, g and h can be
chosen such that, for suitable 0 E T, 1 E Z,
(2)

h(x,y)

=f(x,y,1,0),

where f(x, y, 1, O)is not a constant function of x, y. In particular, since y is essential,
f(2, * ,1, O) is not constant for suitable 2 e X, and, again by Corollary 5, k and j can
be chosen such that
(3)

k(y,z)

=f(2,y,z,0).

With these choices, each of the functions g, h,j, k is, in its first two arguments,
separately continuous on a connected domain; this holds for the real-valued arguments because of Corollary 5, and otherwise because of the properties of f: for
instance, the function g[h(x, y), , t] is continuous because it equals f(x, y,, ,t).
Our goal is, first, to show for all t
(4)

f(x,

, z, 0) = f(x', y', z',0)

~ f(x, y, z, t) = f(x', y', z', t)
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by means of the specialized versions with z = z' and x = x', viz.,
= f ( x , yt' Z 0)

(5)

f (x, Y, z,0)

(6)

f(x, Y,z,0) = f(x, y',z',0)

(x, Y, Z, t) = f (x', Y" z, t),
f(x, y, Z, t) = f(x,y',

z',t).

These last implications hold for the following reason: let f(x, y, z, 0) = f(x', y', z, 0).
If gA , z, 01 is strictly monotonic, it is injective, i.e., h(x, y) - h(x', y') by (1) and
therefore also f(x, y, z, t) = f(x', y', z, t). For constant gA, z,0, Af(27,z, 0) is
constant by (1), which is equal to k(-, z) by (3), so j[2, k(-, z), tI = f(2, , z, t) =
g[h(2, ), z, t] and g[-, z, tI is constant (it would be injective otherwise) because
2 E X was chosen such that h(2, ) = f(2, , 1,0) is a nonconstant function on Y; so
in this case, (5) holds, too, irrespective of the values of h(x, y) and h(x', y').
Similarly, because Y x Z is also GPI, .(6) holds, too.
To show (4), let f(x, y, z, 0) - f(x', y', z', 0) and A = k(y, z), B = k(y', z'), where
w.l.o.g. A < B. The assumptions of Lemma 10 are met. We first treat the case that
(a) holds in this lemma, i.e., k(-, zo) C for some z0 E Z, A < C < B. Then, since
ifx', ,01 and j[x, ,0] are increasing,
.

i[xi, C, 0] if[x', B,01 = f(x', y, Z,0)

f(x, Y, z,0) =i[x, A,0] <ij[x, C, 0].
Because j[, C, 0] f(-, y0, zo, 0) (for some arbitrary yo), which is a continuous
function on the connected set X, j[x0, C, 01 = f(x, y, z, 0) holds for some X() e X.
We have actually proved-and will use again-:
zo) <B

A<k(yy,
(7)

f(x,y,z,0)

=f(x0,y0,z0,0)
f(x',y,z',U0)

Since k( ,z0)

=

X0 EX.

), z0, 01 is constant, gL , z0, 01 is constant, so we note

g[h(2,

f(x, y, z, 0)

forsome

=

f(x, y, z0,0)

=

f(x', y', z0,0)

f(x', y', z',0),

and every single equality holds also with t instead of 0, because of (6), (5), (6), that is,
f(x, Y,Z, ) =- f(x', y', z, t).
In the situation of Lemma 10(b), consider first the simplest case n = 0, i.e., A and
B are in the common image 1(Az) of k(-, z0) for some zo e Z (in particular for
A = B): let k(y, z)
k(a, z0), k(y', z') = k(b, z0) for suitable a, b E Y. Then obviously
-

f(X, y, z,0)

=f(X,Ia, z0,0),

f (x', y', z', 0)

f (x) b, z(,0),

f (X, a, z(,0)

f (X/, b I zo,0),

thus

and these equations carry over from 0 to t, by (6), (6), (5), i.e., f(x, y, z, t)=
k(a, z0), B k(b, zn) for n > 0, let C be a common point of
f(x', y', z', t). If A
-

-
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the intervals I(zo), I(z), which can obviouslybe chosen such that A < C < B: let
C = k(y0, zo) = k(yl, zl). By (7), there exists xo E X such that

f(x, y,z,0)

= f(x,a,

zo,)

=f(xo, y, zo, 0) = f(xo, y1,Z,0),

which implies
f(x, y,z, t) = f(x,yl,Z,t)

(8)

by (6), (5), (6). The proof of (4) is now easily completedby induction:if n = 1, then
C = k(yl, z) and B belong to a common interval I(z,), and f(x, y1, z, t)=

f(x', y', z', t) as before, which shows f(x, y, , t) = f(x', y', z', t) by (8). Otherwise, C

and B are linkedby a chain of n intervalswhere A and B are linkedby n + 1 many
ones, and the reasoning can be repeated (generalizing (8) to f(x, y, z, t) =

f(xi_l,

yi, zi, t) for 1 < i < n), to finally prove (4).

With(4) thus shown,it is possibleto defineunambiguouslya functionq: P x T -R
with
(9)

q[f(x,y,z,O),t]

=f(x,y,z,t),

where P is the appropriatesubset of the image F of f. We will show, without
difficulty,that q[, t] is either strictlyincreasingor constant.The values t E T such
that q[-, t] is constantare given as follows:supposej[2, *, t] is constant,whichis only
possible if Y x Z is WPI. Then, for some c e R,
c = f(2,y,z,

t)

= g[h(2,y),z,t]

forall y,z,
forally,z,

which implies g[., z, t] is constant because h(2, ) is a nonconstantfunction on Y.
Thus we can continue
c =g[h(2,y),z,t]
=g[h(x,y),z,t]
=f(x,

y, z, t)

for all z,
forall x,y,z,
for all x, y, z,

or q[, t] - c in (9).
Let therefore,for the rest of the proof, t E T be given such that j[2, *, t] is strictly
increasing;this is true for all t if Y x Z is PI. Then if g[, z, 0] is strictlyincreasing
or decreasing, g[, z, t] has the same orientation: for, let, for some a, b E Y,
h(2, a) < h(2, b) hold (note h(2, ) is not constant),and assume g[, z, 0] is increasing, i.e., g[h(2, a), z, 0] < g[h(2, b), z, 0]. This entails the followinginequalities:
f(2, a, z,0) < f(2, b, z,0)

by (1),

< k(b,z)

by (3),

j[2,k(a,z),t]

< j[2,k(b,z),t]

by assumptionon j[2,

g[h(2, a),z,t]

< g[h(2, b),z,t]

by(1).

k(a,z)

t],

So g[, z, t ], which is strictlymonotonicor constant,is indeed increasing;for strictly
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decreasingg-, z, 0], the same reasoningwith < reversedto > showsthat g[, z, t]
is strictlydecreasing,too.
With z = 1, this implies g[-, 1, t] is strictlyincreasingsince g[ , 1, 0] is the identity
accordingto (1), (2). The formerreasoning-dually, with g and j, x and z and 2 and
1 interchanged-then

shows that j[x,

, t] strictly increases if j[x,

, 0] does. In total,

we obtain
(10)

<f(x',y',

f(x,y,z,)

(11)

(X,

,,

0)
O)<

)

z, t) <f(x',y',

f(x,y,

(X, y' z',0)

f(x

y, z, t)

<f(x

z,t),

y' z', t),

that is, in analogyto (5) and (6), inequalitiesfor fixed z or x carryover from 0 to t.
To show that q[., t] is strictly increasing, let f(x, y, z, 0) < f(x', y, z 0). If
k(y, z) < k(y', z'), we distinguishtwo cases accordingto the value of f(x', y, z, 0). If
f(x,y,

y, Z,0) <f(x',

Z,0) <f(x,

y' z' 0)

(note j[x', * ,0] is increasing),these inequalitiescarryover from 0 to t. If
f(x', y, z,) <f(x,

y, z,0) <f(x', y', z',0),

f(x, y, z, 0)= f(x', y0, z0,0) holds for some yOE Y, z0 e Z by continuity of
j[x',

,0], so by (4) and (11),
f(x, y,z, t) = f(x', yo, o, t) < (x', y', z, t).

If k(y, z) > k(y', z'), then
f(x,y,z,0)

<f(x',y',',0)

<f(x',y,z,0),

so f(x', y', z', 0) = f(x1, y , z, 0) for some x1 E X, y E Y by continuity of g[,z, 0z, ]

and we can analogouslyinfer f(x, y, z, t) < f(x', y', z', t).
We have thus shownthat q[, t] is strictlyincreasingor constantdependingon the
respectivebehaviorof j[2, , t], which proves the theorem. [
The initialreasoningappliedin the proof of Theorem 11 can be used to provevery
easily closure under union of overlappingsets of coordinatesfor UI, WUI and GUI.
For UI, this has been provenearlierby Keeney and Raiffa[17, p. 317] and for GUI by
Fishburnand Keeney [13, p. 931].
THEOREM12. Let X, Y, Z, T be nonempty sets, f: X x Y Z
x x T -- R such that
is
essential
and
let
X
Y
be
GUI. Thenif Y X Z is UI, WUIor GUI,
y
x
for f(x, y, z, t),
so is X x Y x Z.
PROOF. Consider the proof of Theorem 11 up to equation (3). The assertions
there only rely on the fact that X x Y and Y x Z are GPI, whichholds here, and not
on topologicalproperties.Let the equations(1), (2), (3) there be given,where g[ , z, t]

and j[x,

, t] are affine according to Lemma 4, and j[x,

, t] is increasing or strictly

increasingif Y x Z is WUI or UI. Substituting(2), (3) and (1) into (1) yields
(4)

f(x, y,z,t)

= g[f(x,
-j[x,g[f(2,

y,1,0),

z,t]

y,l,0),z,0],t]

,
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which for x = 2 implies
g[f(2,y,1,0),z,t]

=j[2,g[f(2,y,1,0),z,0],t].

This shows that
(5)

g[,

z,t]=j[2,g[,

z,0],t],

since both are affine functions that are uniquely determined if two distinct arguments
are given, which are provided by the values of the nonconstant function f(2, y, 1, 0) of
y (y is essential and appears only once, and in this term, in (4)). So (5) asserts an
identity of functions defined for all real numbers (which is not true under the
hypotheses of Theorem 11). In consequence,
f(x,y,z,t)

=g[f(x,y,1,0),z,t]
=j[2,g[f(x,y,

,0),z,0],t]

=j[2, f(x,y,z,0),t],
and X x Y x Z shares the independence properties given for Y x Z by the restrictions imposed on j[2, , t]. a
The conditions of topological connectivity in Theorem 11 apply precisely to the
coordinate axes that belong to an independent subspace (X x Y or Y x Z), not to
the remaining coordinates corresponding to T. None of these conditions can be
omitted, in contrast to Theorem 12 which deals with utility independence concepts.
This is demonstrated by the following counterexample, where the preference independence assumptions about X X Y, Y x Z and X x Z are symmetric in X, Y and
Z, so that the missing connectivity of X is representative for any one of these sets.
COUNTEREXAMPLE13. There is a continuous function f: X x Y X Z x T -o R,
where Y, Z, T are intervals, all variables are essential, X x Y, Y x Z and X X Z are PI,
but X x Y x Z is not even GS, since X is not topologically connected (or X is connected
but f(x, y, z, t) is only continuous in y, z, t but not in x).
PROOF. Let Y = Z = T = [0, 1], X = {0,1} and consider the function f defined
by

f(x, y, z, t) = (t + 1)(2y + z) + (t + 4)x,
which has the following table:
x0
f(x,y,z,t)

t=O

x= 1

y

y

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

[

6

1

1

[3

5

7

0

0

4

[5]

9

1

22

[-]

77

11
11

z

t=l

Obviously, Y x Z is UI and therefore PI, which can be seen from the table from the
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fact that the four squares-given by differentvalues for x and t-look alike in their
ordering;one can also think of these squares as pieces of planes, for continuous
choices of y and z in Y X Z = [0, 1]2.Likewise,the four rows of the table-given by
different values for z and t-show a unique ordering, strictly increasing in x
(irrespectiveof the value for y) and in y (for fixed x). So X x Y is PI, and, since the
same argumentapplies if z is regardedinstead of y, X x Z is PI, too. (Also, X, Y
and Z are PI, which can be seen immediatelyor accordingto Proposition16 below,
and so x, y, z are even strictlyessential;f could also be modifiedsuch that subspaces
involvingT are PI.) Nevertheless,X x Y x Z is not GS since for differentvalues of t
-cf. the indicatedplaces in the table-there are partialchangesin the ordering,for
example f(0, 1, 1, 0) < f(1, ,0, 0) but f(0, 1, 1, 1) > f(1, 0, 0, 1), whereas, for all t,
f(O, , 0, t) < f(l, 1, 1, t).
If X is replacedby the interval[0, 1], the same holds if, in the definitionof f, x is
replacedby
EX

u(x
)

ex + (1-

e)

for O< x < ,
for < x <1,

with E = 1/10, say, which producesthe same table, with only small changes if x is
varied in [0, ] or (, 1]; of course, u(x) and f(x, y, z, t) are discontinuousfunctions
of x in this case. o
In this section, we have shown closure under union of overlappingsets of coordinates for all independence concepts stronger than GPI. The next counterexample
shows that this does not hold for GPI, WII or GS.
COUNTEREXAMPLE14. There is a continuous function f: X X Y X Z X T -> R,
where X, Y, Z, T are intervals, y is essential for f(x, y, z, t), X X Y and Y X Z are GPI,
but X x Y x Z is neither WII nor GS.
PROOF. Let

f(x, y, z, t) = g[x

X = Z = RI and Y= T = (0, oo), and define f
. y, z, t] with
h z
g[h, z, ]=(
g[h,z,t]
= lh z - t

according to

for z < 0or h < 0,
forz > Oand h > 0.

g[', z, t] is strictlydecreasing(for z > 0), constant (for z = 0) or strictlyincreasing
(for z > 0), so X X Y is GPI. Since alwaysy > 0 holds, the conditionsx *y < 0 and
x y > 0 are equivalentto x < 0 and x > 0, respectively,so the entire function is
given by
f(x,Y,Zt) =

f(x,yz,t)

x y z

x y z t

for x < 0or z < 0,
forx>Oandz>0,

which is symmetricin x and z, so Y X Z is also GPI. X X Y X Z is not WII, since
f(x, y, z, t) cannot be expressedin terms of f(x, y, z, t') (cf. Lemma4) for any fixed
t' e T: this would imply f(x, y, z, t') = f(x', y', z', t') ( f(x, y, z, t) = f(x', y', z', t)
for all t, in particular,

f(-l,

t', -1, t') = t' =f(l,1,,

=
t' f(,1,

t)
t') =>f(-l,t',-1,

which is not true for t ? t'.

Furthermore,X x Y X Z is not GS, since
f(l,

,-1, t) = -1 <f(-1,1,-1,

t) =1

for all t,

t) = t,
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but, for instance,
f(-1,2,

-1,3)

= 2 <f(1,1,3)

= 3

f(-1,2,

-1,1)

= 2 >f(1,1,1,1)

= 1.

and
o

Finally, weak separability WS is also not closed under union of overlapping sets. In
the literature, the closure property has been stated for PI with an additional
assumption of strict essentiality for one of the variables (cf. Gorman [14, p. 369]),
which by Theorem 11 is not necessary. Nevertheless, even with this assumption, the
respective closure is not given for WS; the question was mentioned, for instance, in
Blackorby, Primont and Russell [4, p. 134]. However, Mak [21, p. 259], [22, p. 600]
states this closure property for WS if all coordinates are strictly essential; his methods
are considerably more complex than our proof of Theorem 11.
COUNTEREXAMPLE.15. There is a continuous function f: X x Y Z x T ->,
where X, Y, Z, T are intervals, x and y are essential and z is strictly essential for
f(x, y, z, t) and X x Y and Y x Z are WS, but X X Y x Z is not GS.
PROOF. The counterexample is based on Counterexample 9, using the fact that y
can be (partly) inessential if x, z range in suitable subsets of X, Z. Let X = Z = [R,
Y = (0, oo) and T = [1, 2], and define

f-xyz
f(x, y, z,t)=
xtz3-t

for x < 0, z < 0,
for xz < 0,
for x > 0, z > 0.

The function f is continuous and depends always on z, so z is strictly essential. We
have f(x, y, z, t) = g[h(x, y), z, t], where
, y =
h(x, )

xy
(x

for x <0,
forx > 0

(note h(x, y) < 0 is equivalent to x < 0), and

g[h,z,t]

=

h
(-z)
.
0
htz3- t

for h <0, z <0,
for hz <0,
for h > 0, z > 0.

g[, z, t] is increasing for all z E Z, t e T, so X x Y is WS. The functions h and g
are also continuous. Y x Z is WS since f(x, y, z, t) is symmetric in x and z except
for a necessary replacement of t by 3 - t (both ranging in T = [1, 2]). X x Y x Z is
not GS, since f(-1, 1,1, t) = -1 <f(1,1, 1, t) = 1 for all t, but (for any y)
f(l, y, 2,1) = 4 > f(2, y, 1,1) = 2, whereas f(l, y, 2,2) = 2 < f(2, y, 1,2) = 4. o
5. Closure under intersection. Given two sets A, B of coordinates, where SA
and SB are independent for some given concept, SA B may be independent as well;
this is only nontrivial if A and B overlap. In this case, Lemma 4 immediately gives a
positive answer for any independence concept that is at least as strong as WII (cf.
Figure 1). The result is very easy and does not even rely on topological conditions.
(For some cases, the property has been stated previously, as in Gorman [14, p. 370]
and Keeney and Raiffa [17, p. 316].)
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Let f: X X Y X Z X T -> R. Then if X x Y and Y x Z are both

UI, WUI,GUI, PI, WPI,GPI or WII,so is Y.
PROOF. Let one of the given independenceconcepts hold for X X Y and Y x Z.
Then, accordingto Lemma4(b), f(x, y, z, t) = g[f(x, y, 1,0), z, t] for suitable1 E Z,
0 E T, and f(x, y, z, t) = j[x, k(y, z), t], which by substitutionyields

(1)

f(x,y,z,t)

=g[j[x,k(y,l),0],z,t].

Since the function g[j[x, ,0], z, t] shares the restrictionsimposed by GPI or any
stronger concept on g[, z, t] and j[x, ?, t] for all x E X, z E Z, t E T (for instance,

being affine or increasing),the respectiveconcept holds for Y as well. As concerns
WII, note that for suitable 3 E X, 2 E T, k can be chosen such that k(y, z)=
f(3, y, z, 2) holds, which shows that for x = 3, z = 1, t = 2 in (1), the function
g[j[3, ,0], 1, 2] is the identityand thereforeinjective. o
The preceding-rather canonical-proof "by substitution"suggeststhat the condition of WII, which allows this substitutionusing the representationwith a canonical
function given in Lemma 4(b), is the reason why GPI and all the strongerconcepts
are closed under intersection. As mentioned in the introduction,[28] describes a
theory of decomposinggeneral multiplacefunctions into conditionalfunctions.Depending on the considered function, propertieslike continuityor monotonicityare
thereby simplyinheritedand not imposed initially.The importantnew element is to
request that not only the function h, but also g in Lemma4(a) can be obtainedfrom
f by fixingvariablessuitably.Dually to Lemma 4(b), this is equivalentto a certain
surjectivitywith respect to singlevariables,whichis here in generalmissingand needs
to be replaced by continuityarguments.The additiverepresentationas in Theorem
21 below is more generallygiven by a representationwith an associativeoperation,
whose characterizationis a separatematter.A numberof elements of this theoryare
alreadyvisible in the proofs of Theorems12 and 21 and of Proposition16. The main
technical difficultyis to assert a certain "compatibility"of the reference vectors
without restrictingthe consideredfunctionstoo much. A numberof applicationsin
OperationsResearch,like decompositionsof switchingfunctions,can be obtained as
special cases; see [28].
Indeed, closure under intersectionis not given for WS or GS, the only concepts
defined here that do not imply WII; the question was posed in Blackorby,Primont
and Russell [4, p. 120]. For WS, this has been shown by Mak [20, Example 4.2].
According to the following observation,this does not change even if reversalsof
preferences are admitted. If all coordinates are strictly essential, however, WS is
closed under intersectionaccordingto Mak [21, ?5].
COUNTEREXAMPLE17. There is a continuous function f: X X Y x Z -> R with
intervalsX, Y, Z, such that X X Y and Y x Z are WSbut Y is not GS.
PROOF. Let X = Y = Z - [-1 1,]. The idea is somewhat similar to Counterexam-

ple 15: to construct a function f(x, y, z) that is symmetricin x and z, and has
different behavior in y accordingto whether x and z are positive or negative. In
particular,we let f(x, y, z) alwaysbe positive for the first quadrantof X x Z (i.e.,
x > 0, z > 0), zero for the second and fourthquadrants(xz < 0) and negativefor the
third one. With f(l, y, 1) = IyI and f(-1, y, -1) = (y - 1)/2 for y E Y, the sub-
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space Y is not GS (as argued in detail in Counterexample 8). Let
(max{x,z,(yf(x,y,z)=

1)/2}

i
min{x, z, lyl}

for x

0, z < 0,

forxz < 0,
for x > 0, z > 0,

which is a continuous function, symmetric in x and z. Then f(x, y, z) =g[h(x, y), z]
with

h(x,y)

max{x,(y - 1)/2}
=min{x,lyl}

for x < 0,
for x >O,

(note h(x, y) > 0 < x > 0), and
hmin{O, max(h,

g[hv,zJ]

z}}
\max{0,min{h,z}}

for z < 0,
forz > 0.

The operations min{0, * } and max{O,* }, which are increasing, are used to cut off the
respective (positive or negative) part of the definition of h(x, y) that is not needed in
the second (x > 0, z < 0) and fourth (x < 0, z > 0) quadrants of X X Z. Since
g[, z] is increasing, X x Y is WS, and so is Y x Z. But, as mentioned, Y is not GS.

6. Closure under set-theoretic difference and symmetric difference. Given two
overlapping independent sets A, B of coordinates, their set-theoretic differences
A - B and B- A may be independent, too, as well as their symmetric difference
AAB. Table 1 gives a survey of these results for the different independence concepts,
which will be shown in this section. As before, let X, Y, Z denote the spaces
SA-B,SAnB,SB-A. The abbreviation "s.e." (in the column for Z) means "strict
essentiality", and a prefixed " " indicates that one cannot necessarily conclude that
the respective independence property holds. Probably the most interesting result in
this respect applies to preference independence PI under the assumption of strict
essentiality of one of the differences, which has been proved by Gorman [14, pp.
369-373]. It implies that PI holds for the other difference. We have generalized this
such that-in analogy to Theorem 11--the weaker property WPI or GPI can be
inferred, too, if this concept applies to one of the given independent sets of
coordinates. The proof employs Lemma 10, and contains the first part of Gorman's
proof. The assertion for the symmetric difference is proved, by different methods,
with the aid of the important additive representationfor utility functions that holds for
overlapping PI sets. As indicated in the introductory section, some amendments of its
proof in [14] are necessary, which will be given in Appendix E. (The reasoning in
Blackorby, Primont and Russell [4, p. 115] is nearly identical to the proof of Gorman
[14], except that the two parts for difference and symmetric differences are also
presented separately.)
As already remarked in an earlier paper [27], the differences of overlapping UI sets
A,B are not necessarily UI, but only GUI, since a change of orientation for
multiplicatively represented expected-utility functions is possible (cf. Theorem 22
below). This holds, of course, only if strict essentiality is violated, but A and B can
even be GUI in this case. In full generality, differences of overlapping PI sets can
therefore at most be expected to be GPI. Since GUI has the nicest closure properties,
the same might apply if GPI is regarded instead of PI; this conjecture was the starting
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TABLE 1
XXY

UI
GUI
PI
WPI
GPI
PI
WS,WII

assumptions
YXZ

X

Z
GUI
-GUI,

GUI
PI
PI
PI
PI
PI

s.e.
s.e.
s.e.
s.e.

GUI
PI
WPI
GPI
-, GS, -1WII
-IGS,- WlI

conclusions
Z
- WUI
GUI,
GUI
PI
-GS
GS
- GS, -WII
--GS, --WII

XXZ
UI
GUI - WUI
GUI
PI
-mGPI

- GPI
-nWII
-GS, -WII

point for the investigations of this paper. It proved false, however: GPI is not closed
under union (Counterexample 14), and differences of PI (and thus GPI) sets need
neither be WII nor GS. Furthermore, even with the assumption of strict essentiality
for one of the differences, closure under differences is not given for WS, GS and WII,
and neither under symmetric difference, which is also not given for WPI or GPI. (The
question was posed for weak separability WS in [4, p. 120].)
The closure under union for overlapping PI or GUI sets simplifies our investigations since the "outer" coordinates (here denoted throughout by the subspace T) can
be dropped. This is stated in the next lemma, which asserts a certain "transitivity" of
the independence concepts PI and GUI. It is used in the following theorems.
LEMMA18. Let X be topologically connected, f: X x Y x T --> and X x Y be PI
= g[f(x,y,0),t],
where g[-,t] is strictly increasing. Then X is
with f(x,y,t)
PI/WPI/GPI if and only if there are suitable functions j, k such that
f(x,y,O)

=j[k(x),y]

holds, and j[', y] is strictly increasing/or constant/or strictly decreasing, and continuous if f is continuous. If X x Y is GUI with g[ , t] affine, then X is GUI iff this equation
holds with affine j[., y].
PROOF. The "if' part is given since strictly increasing as well as affine functions
are closed under composition. The converse is immediate, since if X is PI/WPI/GPI
(resp., GUI), then the equation f(x, y, z) = j[k(x), y, t], with appropriate restrictions on j[., y, t], holds in particular for t = 0. o
THEOREM
19. Let X, Y, Z be topologically connected, f: X x Y x Z X T -- R be
continuous, where x and y are essential and z is strictly essential for f(x, y, z, t), and let
Y X Z be PI. Then
(a) if X x Y is GPI, WPI or PI, so is X, and
(b) it is possible that X X Y is WPI but Z is not GS.
The proof of this theorem is somewhat technical and has therefore been deferred
to Appendix D. Its hypotheses are chosen as close as possible to those of Theorem
11, but need to be stronger; the important additional assumption is that of strict
essentiality of z. With this assumption, weak preference independence of Y x Z
(which is admitted in Theorem 11) is equivalent to preference independence, since if
Y X Z is WPI, with f(x, y, z, t)= j[x, k(y, z), t], where j[x, , t] is either strictly
increasing or constant, the latter is not possible if z is strictly essential, since for such
choices of: x E X, t E T, z would not matter. The reader may verify that, with strict
essentiality of z and (additionally) connectivity of T, Y x Z is also GPI only if it is PI,
since a change of orientation of j[x, . , t] is only possible if this function is somewhere constant, by continuity in x and t (as proved for Lemma 6 or Theorem 26
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below). In summary, Theorem 19 can be regarded as a statement of closure under
set-theoretic difference for PI, WPI and GPI, if the other difference is strictly
essential.
If strict essentiality of z is dropped, to account for the possibility that Y x Z is
with X and Z
properly WPI, assertion (b) of Theorem 19-regarded
infer
X
that
one
can
no
that
is
let
alone PI, even if
interchanged-shows
GS,
longer
X x Y is PI. Furthermore, it also demonstrates that the symmetric difference X x Z
is not necessarily GPI, since otherwise this would hold for Z by Proposition 16.
Counterexample 23 below also shows that even if both X x Y and Y x Z are PI, the
respective inferences fail without strict essentiality of z.
If in Theorem 19(a), X x Y is PI, X is PI and therefore strictly essential, so that
the theorem, applied again with X and Z interchanged, yields that Z is PI, too.
These assertions have been stated by Gorman [14]. As mentioned, the corresponding
part of his proof ([14, pp. 369-371]; cf. also [4, pp. 115-120]), except for a shortcut
provided by Lemma 10, appears as part of our proof of Theorem 19 (cf. Appendix D).
COROLLARY 20. Let X, Y, Z be topologically connected, f: X x Y x Z x T - R
be continuous, where x and y are essential and z is strictly essential for f(x, y, z, t), and
let X X Yand Y x Z be PI. Then X and Z are PI.

Furthermore, the following theorem (stated by Gorman [14, Theorem 1]) yields
closure under symmetric difference for overlapping PI sets (given strict essentiality),
since addition is a symmetric operation and increasing in both arguments. Gorman
[14] employed slightly stronger assumptions mentioned before Theorem 11 above but,
more importantly, used results on functional equations from [1] incorrectly, as
mentioned in the introduction. These inaccuracies will be pointed out in the corrected proof of Theorem 21 given in Appendix E, which seems to be the first correct
proof of this result.
THEOREM 21. Let X, Y, Z be topologically connected, f: X x Y x Z x T -* l be
continuous, where x and y are essential and z is strictly essential for f(x, y, z, t), and
X x Y and Y x Z are PI. Then there are real-valued continuous functions a, b, c
(defined on X, Y, Z, respectively) and g, such that

f(x, y,z,t)

= g[a(x)

+ b(y) + c(z),t]

holds, where g[, t] is strictly increasing for all t E T. Consequently, X, Y, Z, X x Z
and X X Y X Z are also PI.
It should be mentioned that the function g in Theorem 21 cannot necessarily be
assumed to be the identity function if t is inessential, for instance if f is a product of
three positive real variables. In that case, one however obtains an additively represented utility function by applying to f the inverse of g, which is admitted as a strictly
increasing transformation. The result can also be applied to a larger number of given
overlapping PI sets in order to obtain an additive utility function with more than
three summands (cf. Gorman [14, p. 388]).
As far as the utility independence concepts UI, WUI and GUI are concerned, the
function f(x, y, z) = xyz with x > 0, y E[R, z > 0 shows that if X x Y and Y x Z
are UI, then X and Z are not necessarily WUI, but at most GUI. So UI and WUI
are not closed under differences or symmetric difference (by Proposition 16) of
overlapping sets; this holds for GUI, however. Similar to Theorem 21, the result is
due to a representation with an associative and symmetric binary operation, which is
here affine in both arguments.
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Let f: X x Y X Z X T -> R, where x, y and z are essential for
X X Y and Y X Z be GUI. Then X, Z and X Z are GUI.
and
let
t),
y,
z,
f(x,
THEOREM 22.

PROOF. As before, we can assume w.l.o.g. by Lemma 18 that t is inessentialand
consider f(x, y, z) only, since X X Y X Z is GUI by Theorem 12. According to
Fishburnand Keeney [13, Lemma 2, p. 932], 4[f(x, y, z)] = a(x)* b(y)* c(z) holds

with suitable functions a: X - R,Ib: Y -X C,c: Z - Rl,where * is either addition or

multiplication,and <4:R -> is an invertible affine transformation,which can be
omitted if * is addition. Since, in either case, * is associative,and affine in both
arguments,X and Z are GUI, and, since * is also a symmetricoperation, X x Z is
GUI. (This is more or less the originalproof by Keeney and Raiffa[17, pp. 316-318],
which however disregardsa possible change of orientationif * is multiplication,so
UI has to be replacedby GUI there; cf. also [27, Theorem8].) u
We conclude this section with the remainingnegativeresults listed in Table 1.
COUNTEREXAMPLE23. There is a continuous function f: X x Y x Z -o R with
intervalsX, Y, Z, such that x, y and z are essential for f(x, y, z), and X x Yand Y x Z
are PI, but both X and Z are neither GS nor WII.

PROOF. Let X= Y= Z =
lR, and a, b: R --> R be defined by a(r) = 11- r +
1 > 0 and b(r) = I1 + r + 1 > 0 for r e R. The function f defined accordingto

f(x,,z)

a(x)
b(x) 'y

y a(z)

for y <0,

b(z)

for y > 0,

is continuousand symmetricin x and z. X x Y (and thus Y x Z) is PI since
f(x, y, z) = g[h(x, y), z]

with h(r, s) = g[s, r]

a(r) . s
b(r)

s

for s <0,
for s > 0,

(note h(x,y) < 0 = y < 0), where g[-,z] is strictly increasing. X is not GS:
f(x, -1, 1)= -a(x)

and f(x, 1, -1) = b(x), and these two functions cannot be

expressed as monotonictransformationsof one single function, since both -a(O) =
-2 < -a(1) = -1 and b(0) = 2 < b(1) = 3, but -a(1) > -a(2) = -2 and b(1) <

b(2) = 4. If X were WII, f(x, y, z) shouldbe expressiblein termsof f(x, y', z')-for
some fixed y', z'-and y, z by Lemma4. The term f(x, y', z') is a multipleeither of
a(x) or of b(x), depending on the sign of y'. But neither function of x can be
expressed in terms of the values of the other: b(x) (or any nonzero multiple of it)
cannotbe expressedin terms of a(x) for all x E X since a(0) = a(2) but b(0) = b(2),
and vice versa, since a(x) = b(-x) (a and b interchangemeaningif x is replacedby
-x). So X is not WII, and by symmetry,Z is also neither GS nor WII. o
The next counterexample,finally, shows that the independence assumptionsin
Theorem 19(a) cannot be weakenedto WS or WII (whichmay even hold at the same
time) in order to obtain any independencepropertyfor the differencesX and Z or
the symmetric difference X x Z. That is, even under the assumptions of strict
essentialityof Theorem 19 or Corollary20, none of the concepts WS, GS or WII is
closed under set-theoreticdifferenceor symmetricdifference.Mak [20, Example4.3]
shows this for WS if no strict essentiality is assumed, but states that, with strict
essentiality for all coordinates,WS is closed under differences [21, pp. 259ff] and
claims this also for the symmetricdifference[21, p. 259]. The results of von Stengel
[28] indicate that closure under symmetricdifferenceholds because the associative
operationsin the consideredclass of functionshappen to be commutative,as is here
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the case via Theorem 21, and also in [21, p. 261], but not in general [28, Theorem
4.10]. A "compositiontree" can be constructedwithout this closure property[23, p.
329] (compare[21, p. 262]),so it is not essentialfor a unique hierarchicaldecomposition. A theoryfor decomposingmonotonicmultiplacefunctionsas proposedby Mak
is desirable, but in view of the complexityof the proofs in [21], [22] it would be
interesting to compare it with the fairly canonical approach,without monotonicity
constraints, in [28] of decompositions into conditional functions (or equivalently,
functions with generalized "neutral elements" [28, Lemma 3.7]). It is not obvious
whether the regularityconditions in [22, p. 598f] permit substantiallymore general
monotonicfunctions.
COUNTEREXAMPLE
24. There is a continuous function f: X X Y X Z -> IR,whereX,
Y and Z are intervals, x and y are essential and z is strictly essential for f(x, y, z),
Y x Z is PI and X X Y is WS and WII, but X, Z and X x Z are neither GS nor WII.
PROOF. The construction is similar to Counterexample 23. There, f(x, y, z) is

positive or negative depending on the sign of y, and has a different respective
behaviorin x. The "transition"occursfor y = 0, in which case the value for z does
not matter,such that z is not strictlyessential.Here, this transitionis to take place in
a whole interval[0, 1], where z (but not x) is still of influenceon the behaviorof the
function.
Let X = Y = IR,Z = [-2, oo)and define a, b: X -> R similarly to Counterexample
23 by a(x) = (|1 - xl + 1)/2 > 0 and b(x) = (11 + xl + 1)/2 > 0, where a(0) = b(0)
= 1. The function f is so constructedas to depend only on z for z E [- 2, - 1] (so z

is strictlyessential),on y, z for z e (- 1, 0], and on x, y, z for z > 0. For z [ - 2, 1],
y E [- 1, 2] and, representatively,for x = 0, the graphof f is drawnin Figure3. Let
'z + 2

-z
(y

f(x,y,z)

=

-

1)(z + 1) + 1

1
a(x)yz
y
b(x)(y

E [0,1]

for -2 <z < -1,

E [0,1]

for -1 <z < 0, y < 0,

[0,1]

for -1 <z <0,0

[0,1]

for-1 <z < 0, y > 1,

e(-oo,0]
- 1)z + 1

E [0,1]
E [1,oo)

<y < 1,

for z > 0, y < 0,
forz > 0,0 <y< 1,
for z > 0, y > 1.

The function f is continuous. Note that f ranges in [0,1] for z < 0 or z > 0 and
E
y [0, 1]. In fact, for z > 0 (e.g., z = 1), f(x, y, z) is negative or greater than 1 iff

this holds for y. So the function f(x,

, z) captures the case distinctions in the

definition of f, as follows: f(x, y, z) = j[x, k(y, z)] = g[h(x, y), z] with k(y, z) =
and j[x,k] =f(x,k, 1) for k E R, h(x,y) = f(x,y, 1) and g[h,z] =
f(0,y,z)
f(0, h, z) for h E [R;note the identityof k, j and g, h. Figure3 shows in fact a graph

of k. Since j[x, ] is strictlyincreasing,Y X Z is PI. By Lemma 4 (g[, 1] = id ),
X x Y is WII. Since g[, z] is increasing (constant for z < 0, except for strictly
increasing on [0,1] for -1 < z < 0, otherwise strictly increasing), X x Y is WS.
Since f(x, -1, 1) = -a(x) and f(x, 2, 1) = b(x) + 1, X is neither GS nor WII, as

arguedin Counterexample23. So X x Z is not WII, since otherwiseX wouldbe WII
by Proposition16 (X x Y is WII). X x Z is not GS, either, as is easily seen from
Figure 3: for y < 0, f(0, y, 1) < f(0, y, -2) < f(0, y, -1), but, for y > 1, f(0, y, -2)

< f(0, y,-1)

< f(0, y, 1), so no monotonic transformation(depending on y) of a

single function of x, z can represent f(x, y, z) for all y. The same values also show
that Z is not GS. Z is not WII, since f(x, y, z) cannot be expressed in terms of
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FIGURE 3

f(x' y', z) for any fixed x', y': for y' > 1, this functionof z is constanton the subset
[-1, 0] of Z, for 0 < y' < 1 it is constant for z > 0, and for y' < O, f(x' y', - 2) = 0

= f(x', y', 0) holds, none of which is true for all x', y', which would be the case if Z
were WII, accordingto Lemma4. o
7. Inheritance of stronger independencepropertiesfrom subsets. In this final
section we systematicallyinvestigatethe relationshipsthat hold between two sets of
coordinateswith differentindependenceproperties,for the special case that one of
these sets contains the other. As pointed out just before Counterexample7, an
independencepropertyof the largerset does not implyany of the smallerone, since
the entire set M of coordinatesis UI and fulfillsthereforeany conceptof Definition1
(cf. Figure 1), but there are functionsfor which some subsets of coordinateshave no
independence properties (e.g., in Counterexample9). However, a strong independence assumptionthat holds for a small set of coordinatescan "propagateup" to
largersets that have weaker properties.Indeed, utilityand preferenceindependence
are impliedby any concept of Definition 1 as soon as the respectiveproperty(UI or
PI) is known for a smaller set of (essential) coordinates,which may be a singleton.
This is of practicalimportancewith regard to verificationof these strong independence assumptions(in a decisionanalysis,say),since such a task is conceptuallyeasier
for smaller rather than for large sets of "attributes"(cf. Keeney and Raiffa [17, p.
311]). Another applicationis that certain independence concepts become indistinguishable(in the sense that the strongerone holds) as soon as the utilityfunctionhas
a behaviorin its individualvariablesthat is more restrictivethan mere continuity:for
instance, if the utility function is strictlyincreasingin its variables(where these are
assumedto be real-valued),all singletonsare PI, so the concepts PI and WS collapse
into one (as mentionedin Blackorby,Primontand Russell [4, p. 50]).
Table 2 gives a summaryof these results: the rows refer to the (weak) concept
knownfor the largerset of coordinates-the correspondingsubspaceis referredto as
X x Y-, the columnsto the (stronger)concept that applies to the subspaceX, with
entries as to what propertyholds for X x Y in consequence.A prefixed" -" means
the respective concept cannot be inferred, ' - W.." is short for "- WS, -nWII", and a
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TABLE 2
XXY
(result)

X
UI

WUI

WUI

UI

--

GUI

UI

WUI

PI

UI

- GUI

x Y WPI

UI

-GUI

(given) GPI

UI

WS

UI

GS

UI

WII

WPI,

GUI

-1GUI

GUI

-1WII
|

WS ,
-GS

PI
UI
UI

nWII

WPI

GPI

WS

WUI

-

WUI

-

GUI

PI

- GUI

PI

WPI

-WII

PI

-WII

W.. W

i..OW..
-iG

II-- i

-| GS

- GS
GS

-W.
GS

dash "-" indicates that X x Y has already properties as strong as X. The boxed
entries imply the other ones in rather obvious fashion, as will be explained below. For
instance, it can be seen that the assumption WUI for X does not "propagate up" if
weaker properties (like WII or WS) are known for X x Y. So in particular, if X is
GPI (which is implied by WUI), no positive inferences can be drawn either, and the
respective column in Table 2 has only negative entries; columns for the concepts WII
and GS, which are anyhow very weak, have been omitted for that reason, as well as
an "all-dash" row for UI.
The "utility independence" part of the following theorem has been stated by
Fishburn and Keeney [12, pp. 312-315] for (more restrictive) convex domains, in a
generalization of an earlier result [16, pp. 28ff], [17, pp. 311-316]. We can give here a
rather short proof with the aid of Lemma 6 (the easy part) and Lemma 10.
THEOREM 25. Let X and Y be topologically connected, f: X x Y x T --> be
continuous, where x is essential for f(x, y, t), and let X x Y be WII. Then if X is UI or
PI, so isX x Y.

PROOF. Let X be UI or PI: by Lemma 6, f(x, y, t) = g[f(x, y', t'), y', t', y, t]
holds for some function g that is strictly increasing in its first argument (whenever it
is defined) and affine (if X is UI). For no choice of y', t' is f(, y', t') constant, since
-consider the equation with these values fixed-x would be inessential otherwise.
Since X x Y is WII, f(x, y, t) = j[f(x, y, 0), t] holds for some function j and some
0 e T by Lemma 4. With y' = y and t' = 0, thus
(1)

j[f(x,y,0),t]

=g[f(x,y,0),y,0,y,t]

holds. Since the continuous function f(, y, 0) on the set X (which is connected) is
never constant, its image, call it I(y), is a proper interval. Equation (1) shows that the
function j[-, t] is strictly increasing (and affine if X is UI) on any I(y) for y E Y
(note that g[, y, 0, y, t] is not defined elsewhere). To show that j[., t] is not only
piecewise increasing or affine but uniformly so throughout its domain K, say, Lemma
10 is used with k(x, y) = f(x, y, 0) (and X, Y instead of Y, Z). According to this
lemma, K is an interval, and case (b) applies since k(-, y) is never constant: for any
fixed 1 E Y and A e I(1), A is linked to any B E K by a finite chain
I(y0), I(yl),..., I(y,) of intervals, with y- = 1, B E I(yn) (if A > B, apply Lemma
10 with A and B interchanged and consider y0, y,,..., y, in reverse order). These
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intervalssuccessivelyintersect:j[*, t] is strictlyincreasingon I(yo) and on I(yl), and
thus on I(y0) U (yl) since the two intervals have a common point. If j[, t] is
furthermorepiecewise affine (given X is UI), we use the fact that I(yo) and I(y1)
intersect in a neighborhood,which contains two distinct points, for which the two
affine functions g[-, y0,0, Y, t] and g[., y1, , y1, t] have identical values by (1); so
they are equal, and j[., t] is affine on I(yo) U I(yl). By induction,j[, t] is strictly
increasing(and, in case, affine)on I(yo) u
I(yi) for 1 < i < n, in particularfor
i = n, and thus throughoutK, since B (containedin I(yn)) was chosen arbitrarily.So
X x Y is PI (or UI) like X. o
The weak concept of generalizedseparabilityGS can also be used instead of WII,
as the followingresult shows (the only positive one for this concept). A similar(but
unnecessarilyrestrictive)theorem is stated in Blackorby,Primontand Russell [4, p.
501.
THEOREM26. Let X, Y, T be topologically connected sets, f: X X Y X T -> lR be
continuous and x be essential for f(x, y, t), and let X X Y be GS. Then if X is UI or PI,
so is X X Y; if X X Y is WS, connectivity of T is not needed.

PROOF.Let X be UI or PI and X X Y be GS. It sufficesto show that X x Y is
PI, since then X X Y is WII, and Theorem 25 shows that X x Y is UI if X is UI.
Let f(x, y, t) = j[k(x, y), t] hold, where j[i, t] is a monotonicfunctionon the image
K of k for all t. We firstuse the connectivityof T to showthat X x Y is WS. Rather
intuitively,j[ , t] is somewhereconstantif it changesorientation,which is in contrast
to the fact that x is strictlyessential since it is essential and X is PI. To see this,
considerthe subsets I and D of T definedby
I = {t E Tlj[k, t] < [l, t] for some k,l

K k < I} =

D = t E Tj[k, t] > j[l,t] for some k,l E K, k<l}

g

((

,0)),

k, leK, k<l

=

U
k,leK,

k<l

gkl'((0, ?)),

where the functions gkl: T -> R for k, I E K are defined by gkl(t) = j[k, t] - j[l, t];

they are continuoussince f(x, y, t) is continuousin t. Obviously,j[i, t] is increasing
and not constant(thus not decreasing)iff t E I, and decreasingand not constantiff
t e D holds, so the sets I and D are disjoint,open, and they exhaustT since j[-, t] is
neverconstantby strictessentialityof x. Since T is connected,either I or D is empty,
and X X Y is WS, since if j[, t] is alwaysdecreasing,consider instead of k, j the
functions k', j' definedby k' = -k and j'[-k, t] = j[k, t].
In f(x, y, t) = j[k(x, y), t] with increasingj[., t], the function k: X x Y -> R can
be chosen continuousaccordingto AppendixA. Furthermore,there it is also shown
that k can be assumedto fulfillw.l.o.g.
(1)

k(x, y) < k(x', y')

Vt f(x, y, t)

f(x', y', t).

Let f(x, y, t) = g[h(x), y, t] hold where g[, y, t] is strictlyincreasing,using the fact
that X is PI. We show that j[, t] is for all y strictly increasingon the image of
k(, y), which is alwaysa nondegenerateinterval(otherwise x would not be strictly
essential);the respectivepart of the proof for Theorem25 (the one that uses Lemma
10) then shows that X x Y is PI. To this end, let k(x, y)< k(x', y) hold. Then
f(x, y, t') < f(x, y, t') for some t' (Remark:Mak [21, p. 252] calls in this case j[k, t]
parsimoniousin k), since f(x, y, t) > f(x', y,t) for all t would imply k(x, y) >
k(x', y) by (1). Since g[ , y, t'] is strictly increasing, h(x) < h(x') holds and thus
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f(x, y, t) < f(x', y, t) for all t, which proves that j[., t] is indeed piecewise, and thus
globally, strictly increasing, which was to be shown. o
Topological connectivity is a necessary assumption to conclude that X X Y inherits
the property UI or PI (or any weaker one) from X if it is WII or GS. This is
demonstrated by the following counterexample.
COUNTEREXAMPLE
27. There are continuous functions f: X X Y X T - R, whereX
and Tare topologically connected sets, but Y (and thus X X Y) is not, such that X is UI
and XX Y is
(a) WII and WS but not GPI, or
(b) PI but not GUI.

PROOF. Let Y
(b), and define

{0,1}, T = [0, 1] and X = [0, 1] to show (a), X= [0, 1) to show
f x(x y,t)
(x + 2 - t

't

for y = 0,
for y
1.

Clearly, f is continuous and X is UI (since for fixed y, only one of the two cases
applies). Then f(x, y, t) = g[h(x, y), t] with h(x, y) = x + 2y (ranging in [0, 1] U
[2, 3] or [0, 1) U [2,3), respectively) and
h
h-

g[h,t]

t

for h < 1,
for h >2.

The function g[, t] is increasing for all t, so X x Y is WS, and in case (b) even
strictly increasing, so that X x Y is PI. Since g[, 0] is the identity, that is, h(x, y) =
f(x, y, 0), X X Y is WII, and according to Lemma 4, g would be a suitable choice in
Definition 1 if X x Y were (a) GPI or (b) GUI, respectively. But g[, 1] is not
constant, and in case (a) not injective (and thus not strictly monotonic), since
g[h(l,0),

1] = g[l,

1]

= g[h(,

1), 1] = g[2, 1],

so X x Y is not GPI, and in case (b) not affine on its domain [0, 1) U [2, 3), so X X Y
is not GUI. o
If X x Y is GPI, that is, f(x, y, t) is strictly monotonic in a suitable function of
x, y, a change of orientation cannot occur if f(x, y, t) is increasing in (a function of)
x: if X is WS, then X x Y is WPI. The reason is, rather intuitively, that changing the
orientation for a large set of coordinates would entail a change for any coordinates
therein. If X is WPI, this is already stated in Theorem 11 (with inessential z), but
continuity assumptions are not necessary.
PROPOSITION
28. Let f: X X Y X T -> R, where x is essential for f(x, y, t), and let
X be WS. Then if the subspace X x Y is GPI, it is WPI.
PROOF. Let f(x,y,t)=
X x Y GPI,

(1)

hold with increasing g[.,y,t]

g[h(x),y,t]
f(x, y,t)

=j[f(x,

and, with

y,0), t]

for some 0 e T by Corollary 5, where j[, t] is strictly monotonic or constant. Since x
is essential, f(x, y', t') < f(x', y', t') holds for some x, x', y', t', thus h(x) < h(x')
and
(2)

f(x,y',t)

<f(x',

y',t)

for all t,
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since g[, y', t] is increasing. For t = 0, f(x, y', 0) 4 f(x', y', 0) holds since otherwise
f(x, y', t') = f(x', y', t') by (1). Thus f(x, y', 0) < f(x', y', 0), and (2) shows that j[., t]
is not strictly decreasing, that is, is only strictly increasing or constant. So X X Y is
WPI. o
We summarize the positive results listed in Table 2: if X is UI, X x Y is UI if any
independence concept holds for X x Y, by Theorems 25 and 26, since WII implies
any concept except WS and GS. If X x Y is GPI and X is WS (in particular, WPI or
WUI), then X x Y is WPI by Proposition 28. The column for PI in Table 2 is like
that for UI, where the two rows for the "affine" concepts WUI and GUI indicate UI
(if X is PI) or WUI (if X is WS), since the equivalences
UI
WUI

GUI and PI,
GUI and WPI

hold by Definition 1 (note the restrictions on g[, y], also indicated in Figure 1).
These are, however, all the positive inferences that are possible.
29. There are continuous functions f: X x Y x T - R with
COUNTEREXAMPLES
intervals X, Y, T, such that X is WUI and X x Y is
(a) PI but not GUI, or
(b) WS but not WII, or
(c) GS but not WS, or
(d) WII but not GS.
PROOF. In all cases, let X = (0, oo), Y = IRand f(x, y, t) = g[h(x,y), t] with the
continuous function h defined by
h(x,y)
y
(XvY^)=\xy

for y < 0,
for y > 0,

which fulfills h(x, y) < 0
y < O. The function g[-, t] will be affine and increasing
for positive arguments, so that X is WUI, and behave differently, according to the
particular cases, for negative arguments (where x does not matter, so no restrictions
are given by the fact that X is WUI).
For (a), let T = (0, oo)and
r[htfh

ht

for h < 0,
for h > 0,

so that

f(i tX

y t)

=(xyt

for y <0,
for y > 0.

Since t > 0, X x Y is PI. Because h(x, y) = f(x, y, 1), g would be a suitable choice
in Definition 1 if X x Y were GUI (by Lemma 4), but g[, 2] is not affine, so this is
not the case.
To show (b), let T = R and

g[h

'gL

f]

h'It
\0

for ht >0,
for ht < 0,
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so that

f-yt

for y <0, t

[xyt

for yt < 0,
for y > 0, t > 0.

f(x, y, ) =

0,

Clearly, g[h, t] is continuous, and increasing in h, so X x Y is WS. But f(x, y, t)

cannot be expressed in terms of f(x, y, t') for any fixed t' E T since the function
f(x, *, t') for t' > 0 is constant for negative arguments,and similarlyfor positive
argumentsif t' < 0, none of which is true for all t'. So X x Y is not WII.
Case (c) is coveredby T = R, where
g[h, t] = max{ht,0},
so that
f(x,y, t)=

yt

for y

0

foryt < 0,

xyt

for y > 0, t > 0.

0, t < 0,

The function g is continuous,and g[, t] is monotonic,so X X Y is GS. If X X Y
were WS, f(1, -1, 1) = 0 < f(l, 1, 1) = 1 would implyf(l, -1, t) < f(l, 1, t) for all t,
but f(, - 1, - 1) = 1 > f(l, , - 1) = 0. Incidentally, X X Y is in this example not
WII, either (f is very similarto (b) above).
Finally, (d) is shown with T = R by

= ht
gnL J\h
g[h,t]

for h

0,

forh> 0,

so that
J^(

, t)=yt

Y t)-\(xy

for y < 0,
fory>

0.

Here, X x Y is WII since g[, 1] is the identity.The function g[, t] has no unique
monotonicitybehaviorsince t may change sign: if X x Y were GS, the fact that
f(1, -1,1)

= -1 <f(1,0,t)

=0 <f(l,1,t)

= 1

holds for all t would entail f(1, -1, t) < (1, 0, t) for all t, but f(1, - 1, -1) = 1 > 0.

An example similar to (a) is given in Fishburn and Keeney [12, p. 307]. The
precedingcounterexamplesshow that if any independenceconcept other than UI or
PI-of whichWUI is the strongest(cf. Figure 1)-holds for X, no propertyof X x Y
can be inferredother than one that is alreadygiven;the only exceptionis that X x Y
is WPI if it is GPI by Proposition28. If X is WUI (or GUI), the correspondingaffine
representationfor f(x, y, t) does not carryover to X X Y by (a) even if X X Y is PI;
therefore the " -GUI" entries in the rows for PI, WPI, GPI in Table 2. If X x Y is
WS and X is WUI, no independencepropertyfor X x Y (other than GS, which is
weaker)holds, since it would implyWII, in contrastto (b); so Theorem26 cannot be
generalized. Furthermore,GS does not share with GPI an inheritance of unique
orientation(that is, of being only increasing)from subsetsby (c). In other words,it is
not possible to generalizeProposition28 from GPI to GS, with WS insteadof WPI as
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a resultfor X X Y, if X is WS (or even WUI). Finally,the independenceassumptions
for X in Theorem25 cannotbe weakened:given X x Y is WII, any strongerconcept
would imply GS, which does not necessarilyhold for X x Y if X is WUI, according
to (d).
AppendixA: Weak separability. We will give here an alternativedefinitionof the
concept WS of Definition 1 of weak separability,which is taken from Bliss [5] and
Blackorby,Primontand Russell [4], althoughsomewhatsimplified.This will be done
using inducedpreferencerelations:given a set S and a functionf: S -->R, the binary
relation R definedon S by sRs' <=f(s) < f(s') is a total preorderon S (a preorderis
a reflexiveand transitiverelation, and "total"means that sRs' or s'Rs holds for any
s,s' E S). We say R is induced(or represented)by f. Given a "preferencerelation"R
on S that is a total preorder,a continuousutility functionthat representsit exists if
the followingconditionshold (accordingto Debreu [8, Theorem I, p. 162]):S has a
topology such that S is connected, topologicallyseparable(i.e., containinga countable dense subset), and where the sets {sisRs'} and {sis'Rs} are closed for all s' E S.

We assume here that each coordinateaxis Si, i E M, is topologicallyconnected and
topologicallyseparable,so that this holds also for any productspace SA = iE A Si
for A c M, in particularfor S = SM.
Given f: X x Y-* R, where X is any subspace of SM, and fixed y E Y, the

function f(., y): X -o R induces a total preorderon X. The intersectionP of these
preorders(for y E Y) given by
xPx'

Vy f(x, y)

f(x', y)

is againa preorder.Call X weaklyseparableif P is also total, that is, in other words,
if no two x, x' are "incomparable" in that f(x, y) > f(x', y) and f(x, y') < f(x', y')

hold for some y, y'. Equivalently,Blackorby,Primontand Russell [4, pp. 43-45] and
Bliss [5, p. 147f] consider the function ,3 mapping X x Y to the power set of
X defined by /3(x, y) := {x' E XIf(x, y) < f(x', y)} and request that the image

f3(X x Y) of p is "nested",that is, totallyorderedby inclusion.
We show that this definitionof weak separabilityimplies the concept of Definition
1 if the topologicalassumptionshold (similarproofs are found in [5, p. 149],[4, p. 59f]
and [21, p. 253f]). Let X be connected and topologicallyseparable and f(x, y) be
continuous in x. Then, for all a E X, the sets {x E XlxPa} and {x E XlaPx} are
closed in X: for instance,
{x

XlxPa) = {x e XIy

n {x

f(x, y) <f(a,

E Xf(x,

y))

y) < f(a, y)}

yeY

= nf(.,y)-l((-cO,f(a,y)]),
yeY

whichis an intersectionof closed sets by the assumedcontinuityof f(', y) for all y. If
P is total, Debreu's theorem [8, p. 162] then yields the existence of a (continuous)
function h: X --> that represents P by h(x) < h(x') > xPx'. The function g:
H x Y -> R (with H as the image of h) can then be defined by g[h(x), y] = f(x, y),
where g is well defined because h(x) = h(x') => f(x, y) = f(x', y) holds according to
the definition of P, which also shows that g[-, y] is increasing.
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The converseis ratherobvious.Let X be WS accordingto Definition 1, that is, let

f(x, y) = g[h(x), y] hold with functions h: X - lR(with image H) and g: H x Y --> R

such that g[-, y] is increasing.Then h(x) < h(x') xPx' for all x, x', which implies
that P is total, i.e., X is weaklyseparableaccordingto the new definition.
For this direction,topologicalconditionsare not required,but can be used to show
that h can be chosen continuous,provided f(x, y) is continuous in x (topological
separabilityor connectivityof X is not necessary),as follows:if f(., y) is continuous
for all y, it was just shown that then the sets {xlxPa} and {xlaPx} for a E X are
closed, or, in Debreu's terms [8], that the topology on X is "natural". Furthermore,

there is a countable subset Z of X that is "order-dense"with respect to the total
preorderrepresentedby h, and thus with respect to P (Birkhoff[3, p. 201]):for each
closed intervalI with rationalendpoints(of whichthere are countablymany),pick an
element z of X with h(z) E I if I intersects H, or otherwise,if there is a largest
element I of H smallerthan the lower endpointof I, pick z E X such that h(z) = I;
let Z be the set of these elements z, which is countable.Then, for x, x' e X with
xPx' but not x'Px, the inequality h(x) < h(x') holds, and there exists z c Z with
h(x) < h(z) < h(x'): consider rationals p, q with h(x) < p < q < h(x'); if[p, q] n H

is emptyand [h(x), p) n H has no largestelement, the latter set containsan element
h' of H other than h(x), so that [r,p] intersects H, were r is a rational with
h(x) < r < h' < p; in each case, there is an element z E Z with h(x) < h(z) < h(x')
and thereby xPz, zPx'. This is the claimed order-densityof Z with respect to P.
According to [8, Lemma II, p. 161], there is a continuous function on X that
represents P, which can be used instead of h, with g defined anew accordingly,as
before.
AppendixB: Proof of Lemma6.
PROOF

OF LEMMA6.

If X is PI or UI, the existence of g and the restrictions on

gl, y', y] follow from Lemma 4 and Corollary 5, which proves the "if" part.
Conversely,assume
f(x,y)

=g[f(x,y'),y',y]

holds. Let y, y' be fixed. Obviously,for any a, b E X,
f(a, y)

f(b, y)

g[f(a,

y), y, y'] = g[f(b,

y), y, y'],

which is equivalentto
g[f(a,

y'),

y y] = g[f(b,

f(a, y') = f(b, y').

y), y', y]

In other words, the function g[., y', y], call it 4 for short, is injective (as already

stated in Lemma 4(a)). Let h -f(-, y), and k = f(, y') with image K, which is an
interval since k is continuous, so h(x) = ,(k(x)).

We want to prove monotonicity

and continuityof 4'; this is trivialfor inessential x, where K is degeneratedto one
point, so let this not be the case. Either one of the conditionsin question impliesthe
other, because of Lemma 2 and since continuous injective functions on intervals are

strictlymonotonic.Does continuityof 04follow from continuityof h and k? This is
true if X is arcconnected(cf. Gorman[14, p. 387f] or Wakker[33, Lemma2.5]), but
not if X is just connected:considerthe (discontinuous)function 6: [0, 1] -* R given
by
(0JOfor
(r)l = sin(l/r)

r = 0,
for0 <r < 1,
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* (b)
(c)
? (a)
H

KxH

a

b

c

FIGURE4

and let X be its graph, i.e., X = {(r, 0(r))I 0 < r < 1}. X is connected since X {(0, 0)} is obviously arcconnected and (0, 0) is an accumulation point of that set. With
k and h as projections, i.e., k(r, s) = r and h(r, s) = s for (r, s) = x e X, h(x) =
((k(x)) holds, where h and k are continuous (compare also [33, Example 2.3]). This
counterexample, however, gives a clue how to use the injectivity of 4: because the
functions k, h: X -* R are continuous, so is the pair (k, h): X -> K x H whose image
{(k(x), h(x))lx E X}, which is the graph of ), is connected. We show that this is not
the case if 4 is not monotonic.
Assume that 4 is not monotonic: then it is easy to see that there are three
elements a, b, c of K with a < b < c such that +(b) does not lie between b)(a)and
+6(c). W.l.o.g. d>(a) < ((c) < +(b) as depicted in Figure 4, otherwise change signs
suitably. Then A = k-(( -oo, b)) n h -((- oo,+(c))) is an open subset of X, which is
not empty since it contains x with k(x) = a (a was taken from the image K of k),
because k(x) = a < b and h(x) = ((k(x)) = +)(a) < +(c). Similarly, the set B =
k- ((b, oo)) u h - ((b(c), oo))is a nonempty open subset of X, containing k- ({c}), for
instance. A and B are obviously disjoint (the corresponding two regions of K x H
are shown in Figure 4). They also form a partition of X: any x not belonging to A or
B would have to fulfill k(x) = b, h(x) < +(c) or k(x) < b, h(x) = +(c) (the white
lines in Figure 4). These cases are not possible, the first since it implies h(x)=
)(k(x)) = +(b) > +(c), the second because +6(c) = h(x) = q)(k(x)) implies c =
k(x) > b by injectivity of 4. But this is a contradiction to the assumption that X is
connected (for a similar argument see [33, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4]). So, ) is strictly
monotonic and thus continuous by Lemma 2. We have now shown that X is GPI even
without using the connectivity of Y.
For fixed y' E Y, g[, y', y] is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing for all
E
y Y: suppose, otherwise, that, for some p, q E Y, g[, y', p] increases:
g[f(a,

y'), y', p] -g[f(b,y'),

y', p

<0

and g[-, y', q] decreases:
g[f(a,

y'), y',q] - g[f(b,

y'), y',q] > 0

for suitable a, b E X, f(a, y') < f(b, y'). On the left-hand side are terms of the
continuous function f(a, y) - f(b, y) of y E Y. Since Y is connected,
g[f(a,

y'), y', y] - g[f(b,

y'), y', y] = 0

holds for some y, which contradicts the injectivity of g[-, y', y]. Since g[-, y', y'] is
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the identitywhich is strictlyincreasing,g[., y', y] is thereforestrictlyincreasingfor all
y, y'.
Appendix C: Proof of Lemma 10.
PROOFOF LEMMA10. Let A = k(a, zO) for suitable a e Y, z0 e Z. If B =
k(b, z() for some b E Y, (b) holds with n = 0, otherwise let B = k(b, Zn) for some
b c Y, z, E Z for some as yet unspecifiednaturalnumbern > 0, i.e.,

AEIc(zo),

B E I(zn).

Let A < C < B for some C. We show that C belongs to K (thus [A, B] c K, and,
with arbitrarychoices for A, B, this shows K is an interval).This is clearlythe case if
C E I(zn), otherwise k(a, zo) < C < k(a, z,,), thus, since k(a, ) is continuous and Z
connected, C = k(a, z) for suitable z E Z, i.e., C e K.

The intervalsl(z), z E Z, thereforecover [A, B]. To prove (b), we will essentially
show that this also holds for the open interiors of these intervals, to apply the
Heine-Borelcoveringtheorem(i.e., to use the compactnessof [A, B]). This does not
necessarilyhold if one of these intervalsI(z) is degenerated(whichhoweverimplies
assertion (a)), or if A or B is an endpoint of the interval K; in the latter case, a
suitable subcompactumof [A, B] will serve the purpose.
Assume therefore for the rest of the proof that (a) does not hold, i.e., a point
C E [A, B] belongs to I(z) for some z only if I(z) is nondegenerate.
Let A < C < B, and assume that C does not belong to the interiorof any I(z),
E
z Z (it is an endpointof some I(z) then). Let the subsets L and U of Z be defined
by
L=

z EZlk(y,z)

< C forsome y E Y} = U k(y,

)-((-oo,C)),

yeY

U={zeZlk(y,z)

> C forsome y

Y} =

Uk(y,

)- ((C, o)).

yEY

The sets L and U are disjoint,since otherwiseC wouldbelong to the interiorof I(z)
for z E L n U, whichwas excluded.The union of L and U is Z, since for any z that
does not belong to either set, k(y, z) = C for all y, which was excluded as well. L
and U are open because k(y, ) is continuousfor y c Y. Thus, since Z is connected,
either L or U is empty.This is only possibleif C = A and A is the lower endpointof
K (then L is empty),or if C = B and B is the upper endpoint of K (U is empty);
both A and B could be chosen this way if K has endpoints. Otherwise,we have
shown that any interiorpoint of K in [A, B] belongs to the interiorof I(z) for some
z e Z. If A (B) is the lower(upper)endpointof K, let A' (B') be an interiorpoint of
the-by assumption-nondegenerate interval I(zo) (I(zn)), otherwise let A' =A
(B' = B).

The interiorsof I(z), z E Z, then form an open coveringof the compact interval
[A', B']. Accordingto the definition of compactness[18, p. 135], there are finitely
manyof these, I(zo), I(zl),..., I(zn), whose interiorsstill cover[A', B']. Withoutloss
of generality, let thereby Zo,zn retain their original meaning (so the intervals
themselves in fact cover [A, B]), the coveringbe minimalsubjectto this constraint,
and the elements z1,..., z,,- of Z be numbered in such a way that the lower
endpoints of the intervals I(z,),...,

I(z,) are in increasing order; this order is strict

and, likewise, the upper endpoints of I(zo),..., I(z,_)

are in strictly increasing
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order, for otherwise the coveringwould not be minimal. By this construction,the
interiorsof I(zi) and I(zi+1) for 0 < i < n intersect in a nonemptyopen set, thus
containinga neighborhoodof a point, which shows (b). o
Appendix D: Proof of Theorem 19.
PROOF OF THEOREM19.

Let X X Y be GPI. By Theorem 11, X x Y x Z is PI, so

by Corollary5 and Lemma18 it sufficesto considerf(x, y, z, 0) insteadof f(x, y, z,t);
drop 0 for simplicityof notation.We will show
(1)

f(x,y, z) = r[u(x),y,

z],

where r[., y, z] is strictlymonotonicor constant,and strictlyincreasing(or constant)
if X X Y is PI (WPI). Since X x Y is GPI and Y x Z is PI,
(2)

f(x,y,z)

=g[h(x,y),z]
=j[x, k(y,z)],

where g[, z] is strictlymonotonic or constant (and further restricted,as usual, if
X x Y is WPI or PI), and j[x, ] is strictlyincreasing.By Corollary5, w.l.o.g.
(3)

h(x,y) =f(x,y,1)

and k(y,z)

=f(3,y,z)

hold for suitable elements 1 E Z, 3 E X, where g, h, j, k are separatelycontinuous
functions(as above, in the proof of Theorem 11).
Since x is essentialin (2), h(, 2) is not constantfor some 2 E Y; this functionis, by
Corollary5, a suitable candidatefor u in (1). Let x, x' E X be such that h(x, 2) <
h(x', 2). Then, for all z, f(x, 2, z) ><f(x', 2, z) or f(x, 2, z) = f(x', 2, z) by (2) depending on whether g[, z] increases,decreasesor is constant,which holds irrespective of the particularvalues chosen for x, x'. So the importantpart is to generalize
this for all y' E Y, say, instead of 2.
Let y' E Y, and A = k(2, 1), B = k(y', 1). For the moment, assume A < B. We
apply Lemma 10, althoughwith Y and Z interchanged:let I(y) denote the interval
that is the image of k(y, ?); since this functionon Z is never constant-otherwise, by
(2), Z would not be strictlyessential-case (b) of Lemma 10 applies, that is, k(2, 1)
and k(y', 1) are linked by a finite chain I(yo), I(yl),..., I(y) of these intervals,
which successivelyintersect,where w.l.o.g. yo = 2, y, = y'. (If A > B, interchangeA
and B and consider y,,..., y, in reverse order; so the choice of y' E Y is in fact
arbitrary.) In other words, there are suitable elements wo,..., w,_1, z,...,

Zn of Z

such that k(yi, wi) = k(yi+, zi+1) for 0 < i < n. If for 0 < i < n, g[',wi] is not
constant (and therefore injective),the proof is easily completed (this is in fact the
case if X X Y is PI): assume that y' is given such that w, ..., w- 1 can be chosen
this way. Then, for h(x, yo) < h(x', yo) (note yo = 2),
f(x, Yo,w)

f(x', Yo,w)

holds by (2), dependingon whether g[ , wo] is strictlyincreasingor decreasing,thus
f(x, Yl, z1)

>f(x', Y1, Z1),

which shows that g[-, z1] is also strictlymonotonic,and (depending,furthermore,on
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the orientation of this function)
h(x, Yl) X h(x', Yl).
Therefore, by induction, with i, i + 1 (0 < i < n) instead of 0,1, h(x, Yn)> h(x', Yn)
holds, i.e. (since Yn = Y'), h(x, y') < h(x', y') or h(x, y') > h(x', y'). Whichever of
these inequalities is given for a particular choice of x, x' E X with h(x, 2) < h(x', 2),
it holds also for any such x, x', since the reasoning depends only on the orientation
and injectivity of g[ , wi] and g[ , zi+ ] for 0 < i < n. In a similar fashion, the latter
also implies
z
h(x, 2) = h(x',2)

h(x, y') = h(x', y'),

so that a function s can be defined according to
s[h(x, 2), y'] = h(x, y').

(4)

(Note that so far, there is still a restriction on the choice of y', unless X X Y is PI).
The established implications
h(x,2)

< h(x', 2) ~ h(x, y') < h(x', y')

or, for some y' (if X x Y is not WPI),
h(x, 2) < h(x', 2)

h(x, y') > h(x', y')

show that s[, y'] is strictly monotonic, and thus g[s[., y'], z] =: r[., y', z] is strictly
monotonic or constant for any z. With u = h(, 2), equation (1) holds by (4) for
y = y'. If no restriction is imposed on y' E Y, then X is GPI, and, according to the
above remarks, PI or WPI if this holds for X x Y.
What remains to consider, in order to prove (a), is the case that A = k(2, 1) and
B = k(y', 1) are linked by a chain of intervals such that an intersection I(yi) n I(yi+l)
for some i, 0 < i < n, contains only values k(yi,wi) where g[, wi] is constant.
Assume this case holds; we will show h(, y') is constant so (4) can also be applied.
Then, because of (3), k(, wi) is constant, and furthermore even
(5)

g[ , z] is constant < k( , z) is constant

for z E Z, since g[h(3, ), z] = k(, z) holds, where h(3, ) is a nonconstant function
on Y (y is essential) and g[., z] is injective if not constant. Let Z( be the set of these
elements of Z, i.e., Z( = {z E Zk(', z) is constant}, K( be the corresponding set of
values of k, i.e., Ko = {k(y, z)ly E Y, z E Z0} = {clk(-, z)
c for some z}, and
Z
a
is
of
for
subset
The
above intersection
Z(. By definition, K(
I(y)
any y.
Z+=
n
a
is
since
it
contains
a
I(yi)
proper interval,
neighborhood, as stated in
I(yi+1)
Lemma 10(b). It furthermore contains K0, and in fact equals K0, since any other
element of the image of k(yi, ) is given by k(yi, wi) with nonconstant k(, wi) and
thus injective g[., wi], which was excluded from this intersection. So Ko is a proper
interval, and the chain has only one link: the intervals 1(2) and I(y') both contain Ko
and can be assumed to intersect in that set (if they have other points in common, we
can proceed as before).
Z( is closed: let, for some 4, 5 E Y, h(3, 4) # h(3, 5) hold. Then, for z E Z, g[, z]
is constant (i.e., z E Z0) iff f(3, 4, z) = g[h(3, 4), z] = g[h(3, 5), z] = f(3, 5, z), that
is, according to (3), iff k(4, z) = k(5, z). Therefore, with 4: Z - 1Rdefined by
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f(z) - k(4, z) - k(5, z), which is a continuous function, ZO= - 1({}0), and ZO is
closed since {0} is closed. (We have used the fact that Y is GPI; a generalargumentis
also possible.)
The image I(2) of k(2, ) is the disjointunion of the set {k(2, z)lz E Z+}-which
by (3) contains k(2, 1)-and K0: For, h(, 2) is not constant,but
k(y, z) E Ko, z E Z+=> h( , y) is constant.

(6)

This holds because for invertible g[', z] and constant g[, zo] (that is, cf. (5), for
z e Z+ and zo E ZO), the equation k(y, z) = k(yo, zo) (for any yo) implies the
followingidentities of constantfunctions:
g[h(,

=f(-, yo,

y),z] =f(-,y,z)

) =g[h(,

Yo),zo];

thus h(, y) is constant.
Since we have assumed that k(2, 1) < k(y', 1) holds, and k(2, 1) 0 Ko = 1(2) n
I(y'), k(2, 1) is a (proper) lower bound for Ko and P = inf Ko E 1(2) exists. (If
k(2,1) > k(y', 1), consider P = sup Ko instead, and proceed mutatis mutandis.)
There is an element p of Q = k(2, )-({p}) that is an accumulationpoint of Z+
and Zo, since if otherwise,for each q E Q there were an open neighborhoodNq of q
containedin Z+ or Zo, then Z+ and Zo would both be open and form a partitionof
Z, which is connected, however:namely,in this case,

Z+=k(2,.)-

((-oo, P))

U

u

Nq

eQanZ+

and

Z

k(2,

)-((P,

)) u

U
qeQ nZ

Nq.

Since ZO is closed, p E ZO and thus k(2, p) = P e K. Since I(2) n I(y') = Ko,
k(y', z) > P for all z. Ko is a properinterval,so let [P, P + E) c K) for some E > 0,

which is an open set relativeto the image I(y') of k(y', ). Then k(y', ?)-1([P, P +
E)) is an open subset of Z containing p (since k(y', p)= P because k(, p) is
constant),whichintersectsZ+ by constructionof p. Thus, k(y', z) E [P, P + E) c KQ
for some z E Z+, and h( , y') is constantby (6). So for this case, (4) can also be used,
where correspondinglys[, y'] is constant,and r[-, y', z] is also constant.So (1) holds
for all y, z, which finallyproves assertion(a) of the theorem.
To show (b), consider the function f: X x Y x Z - lRwith X = (0, oo),Y = Z =

definedby
f(x,y,z)=

for z < 0,
z
yz for y < 0, z > 0,
xyz for y > 0, z > 0,

where z is obviouslystrictlyessential. Then
f(x, y,z) =j[x,k(y,z)]

=g[h(x, y),z]

with

s
for s 0,
k(r, s) =[r,s] = h(r,s)= g[r s]
sER
r 'note the restrictionrs>
x infor ]: thi
s that x,
is
for''
for r, s e R; note the restrictionr > 0 for r = x in j[r, s]: this implies that j[ x, -] is
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strictly increasing, that is, Y x Z is PI. Since g[-, z] is strictly increasing or constant,
X X Y is WPI. However, f(1, 1, z) = z and f(1, -1, z) = -Izl, so Z is not GS. o
Appendix E: Proof of Theorem 21. In this appendix, we prove Theorem 21 and
thereby the closure under symmetric difference for PI sets via an additive representation, as stated in Gorman [14, Theorem 1]. The closure under union is given by
Theorem 11, under intersection by Proposition 16 and under differences by Theorem
19, and these properties will be used below. In the proof, the limitations of the old
proof in [14, p. 371f] will be indicated, which are due to the fact that certain
solvability conditions stated in [1, p. 311] do not generally hold here. The result in
Aczel [1, p. 312], used by Gorman [14, p. 371], is however true without these
conditions, and follows from our reasoning, or directly from the statement of
Theorem 21.
These particular restrictions do not apply to Debreu's construction [9, pp. 22-25] of
the additive utility function that relies on certain local geometrical regularities given
by the so-called "Thomsen condition" (cf. also Rad6 [24]). However, a crucial
additional hypothesis is there that the symmetric difference is PI [9, p. 23]. It is
possible to only show this condition and then use Debreu's result. However, we found
that such a proof has all ingredients of showing the additive representation directly,
including a finer and finer grained use of the Thomsen condition to construct an
additive function, and a local-global extension (compare Wakker [31]). Below, it is
also indicated that topological or geometric conditions cannot be replaced by entirely
abstract "algebraic" ones (cf. Rad6 [25], Taylor [26]): the associative operation
considered here reduces to addition and is therefore commutative (note [1, p. 267])
since it can be continuously "generated" by "powers"and "roots" of a single element,
like a group that is generated by one element where the group operation reduces to
addition of exponents. So the following proof seems to be the least complex one that
is more or less self-contained.
PROOF OF THEOREM21. By Theorem 11, X X Y x Z is PI. Call a function well
behaved [14, p. 370] if it is defined on a real interval and strictly increasing
and continuous. Let f be denoted by f', and consider the continuous function
X Y X Z - R (with image F) such that
f:

f'(x,y,z,t)

= g'[f(x,y,z),t]

holds with well-behaved g'[., t], according to Corollary 5. With respect to f' as well
as to f, the sets X, X x Y, Y X Z and Z are PI by Corollary 20 and Lemma 18. We
will prove: there is a well-behaved function 4: F -> lR such that
(1)

)[f (x, y, z)] = 0[f(x

1,2)] + )[f(0,

y,2)] + b[f(0, 1, z)]

holds, with suitable elements 0 E X, 1 e Y, 2 e Z. Then the theorem is proved,
with g[, t] = g'[4 -(),t]
and, for instance, [f(f-,1,2)] in place of the function a: X -> R. We will establish (1) in several steps.
(i) Representationwith a partial associative operation. Consider any elements 0 E X,
1 E Y, 2 e Z, and define the functions u: X ---> , v: Y -> R, w: Z -> R, with images
U, V, W, respectively, by
u(x) =f(x,1,2),

v(y) =f(O,y,2),

w(z) =f(O,l,z).

Let furthermore A denote the image of the function f(x, y, 2) of x, y, and similarly
let B =- {f(0, y, z)ly E Y, z E Z}, where obviously U, V cA and V, W B. Since
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Y X Z is PI, there is a function j: X x B -> R, well behaved in its second argument,
such that f(x, y, z) = j[x, f(O, y, z)] holds, by Corollary 5. Similarly, f(x, y, z) =

k[u(x), y, z] for a suitablefunction k, where k[., y, z] is well behaved,since X is PI.
These two equations show that a function 1: U x B -- R can be unambiguously
definedby
(2)

l[u(x),f(O,

=f(x,y,z),

y,z)]

where 1 is well behaved in both arguments.Similarly,
(3)

f(x, y,z)

m[f(x,

y,2),w(z)]

holds for a function m: A x W -->R that is also well behaved in both arguments,
since X x Y and Z are PI. Then, by (3), f(O, y, z) = m[f(0, y,2),w(z)] =
m[v(y), w(z)], and f(x, y, 2) = l[u(x), v(y)] by (2), and f(x, 1, z) = I[u(x), w(z)] =

m[u(x), w(z)]. The latter shows that 1 and m are identical for common arguments,
where the first argumentis, in orderto be admissiblefor 1, of the form u(x) for some
x e X, and the second of the form w(z), to be admissiblefor m. Thus both functions
can be regardedas restrictionsof a single binaryoperation , well behaved in both
arguments,with domain (U x B) U (A x W). Substitutionof the former equations
into (2) and (3) yields
(4)

f(x,y,z)

= u(x)
= [u(x)

[v(y)

?w(z)]

v(y)]

.w(z).

The "product" symbol * shall be omitted for simplicity.Furthermore,with e=
f(O, 1,2) = u(O) = v(l) = w(2), the identities
(5)

ue = u,

ve = v = ev,

w = ew

hold for u E U, v e V, w E W (the letters u, v, w shallbe used both for the functions
defined above as well as for variables ranging in U, V, W, respectively).In other
words, ? is a binary operation defined for uv, vw, u(vw) and (uv)w, that is
"associative"in the sense that u(vw) = (uv)w holds by (4) and that has unit
e E U n V n W, since also (uv)e = u(ve) = uv and e(vw) = (ev)w = uw hold by (5);

note that A and B are the sets of possiblevalues for uv and vw, respectively.
The operation * is a total function F

F -- F if U = W = F (since U c A c F,

W c B c F), and it is fully associativeif also V = F holds. Thus, if 0, 1, 2 can be
chosen so that the functions u, v, w defined by f(, 1, 2), f(O, ,2) and f(0, 1, ) are
surjectivewith respect to the image F of the unrestrictedfunction f, (4) gives a fully
associativerepresentation.This is stated in Aczel [1, p. 311]; all that is needed are
these surjectivityassumptionsplus the cancellativityconditions asserted by Lemma
4(a) that are given by (2) and (3) (cf. also Taylor [26, p. 26f]). The additional
topologicalconditionthat * is well behavedin both argumentsshowsin this case that
it is a continuous group operation, which can be represented additively[1, p. 57],
resultingin (1) (cf. Aczel [1, p. 312], cited in [14, p. 371]).
However, these surjectivity assumptions do not always hold: with X = Y = Z =

[0, 1] and f(x, y, z) = x + y + z, the function f is well behavedbut not surjectivein
its individualvariablesnor in the sum of any two of them; the above representation

(4) is given, for instance, with e = 0 = f(, 0, 0), u = v = w = id and A = B = [0, 2],

where ? is additionwith domain([0, 1] x [0,2]) U ([0,2] x [0, 1]). So it is necessaryto
provide a more general reasoning(in Rad6 [25, p. 323], the functions I and m of (2)

u
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and (3) are also assumedto be separatelybijectivein each variable,or "quasigroup"
operations).An approachwould be to extend the partialoperation in (4) to a fully
associativeoperation.To this end, it is necessaryto employ the good behaviorof * in
its arguments:withoutcontinuity,the associativityconditionu(vw) = (uv)w may hold
for selected choices u c U, v E V, w e W, but not in general(if U is a propersubset
of F), even if .is a total binaryoperationon F (an example,which we do not give
here, is given by a finite "loop" F with nontrivial"left nucleus"U t F, cf. Bruck[6,
p. 57]). We will proceed by representing(4) locally with an additivefunction,which
can then be extended throughoutU x V X W.
aroundthe origin. Let the operation * be defined,
(ii) Local additiverepresentation
as above, on (U x VW) U (UV x W) with image F, where e E U n V n W is given
so that (5) holds, and VWand UV are definedas the sets of possiblevalues vw, resp.,
uv for u E U, v E V, w E W (similarlyfor other sets below), and let u(vw) = (uv)w
hold. The sets U, V, W are nondegenerateintervals(since x, y and z are essentialfor
f(x, y, z) and f is continuous),and ? is well behaved in both arguments.We will
prove the following: if e is in the interior of U, V and W, then it has an open
neighborhoodE c U n V n W, so that
O4(uvw =+=

)

4- (v) +

(w),

(6)
+'(e) =0

foru e,

vE E,w

E

hold with a well-behavedfunction 0: D -> R, where the open intervalD c F is given
by D = EEE. Insteadof 40,we shall first constructits inverse r, followinglargelythe
proof by Aczel [1, pp. 54-57 and 268f] for unrestrictedlyassociativefunctions;the
reader is referredto this referencefor more details.
Assume that e is in the interiorof C = U n V n W: then there are elements c, d
in the interior of C with d < e < c. Furthermore,we can assume cd = e: for
instance,if cd < e < c = ce, then cd' = e holds for some d' E C, where d < d' < e,
since ? is well behaved in its second argument,and d' can be regardedinstead of d
(similarlyif cd > e). The function ti with image [d, c] shall first be defined for all
rationalsbetween -1 and 1. Let tf(1) = c, 4(-1) = d and $(0) = e. For a positive
integer n, the nth power u" of u E C with respect to * shall be consideredin the
usual way (with u1 = u, u
u, where the latter is defined as long as un and u
are in C). The sequence un for n = 1, 2,... is strictlyincreasingor strictlydecreasing
dependingon whether u is greater or smallerthan e; it furthermoreexceeds c (or
gets smallerthan d) for sufficientlylarge n (cf. [1, p. 55]; note that d and c are not
boundariesof C); after that, u" is possiblyundefined.As a functionof u, u" is well
behavedfor u > e and strictlydecreasingand continuousof u < e (u may have to be
chosen sufficientlyclose to e), since * is well behaved.So, the equation u" = c has a
unique solution u in (e,c], which shall be assigned to

(l1/n),

and let similarly

?(-1/n) be the unique solution v e [d, e) of Vn= d. For positive integers n, m,
unumis definedwheneveru" and umare in C, and equal to un+mby associativityof *
on C. For I < m < n define f(m/n) = (4(l/n))m < c and rf(-m/n)
((--1/n))m > d. Then it is easily seen (note cd = e) that for integers k,l
with ikllIjL,Ik + 11< n, 4(k/n) and 1(l/n) belong to [d, c] and l(k/n + l/n) =
t(k/n) * (l/n). So if fulfills 4(p + q) = (p)4(q) for all rationals p,q with
pI, Iql, lp + qf < 1. Furthermore, f is strictly increasing.This still holds if 4pis
extended to the reals by Dedekind cuts [1, p. 56f], and it is then a well-behaved
function[-1, 1] -- [d, c] since it leaves no gaps. Its inverse4):[d, c] -> [-1 1] is also

well behaved and fulfills 4)(e) = 0 and 4(uv) = ()(u) + +t(v) whenever u, v, uv
[d, c]. Let E be any sufficiently small open neighborhood of e such that D = EEE c
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[d, c], which exists by the good behavior of * (the latter implies D is open; note
E c EE c D). With 0 restrictedto D, (6) is shown.
(iii) Arbitrarylocal additiverepresentation.Using the fact that the constants0, 1, 2
in (i) above are arbitraryelements of X,Y, Z, respectively,we will show next that
e = f(,

1, 2) is indeed w.l.o.g. in the interior of U, V and W, and will prove the

following generalizationof (6): for each (u', v', w') in the interior of U x V x W,
there are open neighborhoods I, J, K, L of u'v'w', u', v, w' contained in F, U, V, W,

respectively,where I = JKL, such that

I(uvw) = q(uv'w') + f(u'vw') + if(u'v'w),

(7)

( u'v'w') =0

for u E J, v E K, w E L

hold for a suitable well-behavedfunction f: I -> R. To prove this, let u' u(x'),
v' =
v(y'), w' = w(z') be interiorpoints of U, V, W, respectively,for suitablex', y', z'.
Letting the latter take the role of 0,1, 2 in (i) above, we observe that there are
continuous functions p, q, r (in place of u, v, w) with images P, Q, R, and a wellbehaved partialassociativefunction o such that, as in (4),
f(x, y, z) =p(x)

q(y)o r(z)

holds (parentheseshave been omitted).Thereby,
p(x)

f(x, y, z') = u(x)v'w',

q(y) = f(x', y, z') = u'v(y)w',

r(z) =f(x', y',z) =uv'w(z).
The functions (-)v'w: U - P, u'()w': V > Q, u'v'(.): W- R are well-behaved
bijections, mapping, respectively, u', v' and w' to e' - f(x', y', z') = u'vw'. Thus e' is

in the interiorof P, Q and R, and if e is not alreadyin the interiorof U n V n W, it
can therefore be chosen this way. As proved in (ii) (cf. (6)), there are an
open neighborhoodE' c P n Q n R of e' and a well-behavedfunction ?: I = E' o
EE' E' - R such that 0(p o o r) = t(p) + q(q) + f(r) holds for p, q, r E',
and (e') = 0. With J, K and L as inverse images of E' under the above

well-behaved bijections, (7) holds, because of p(x)o q(y)

r(z) = f(x, y, z) =

u(x)v(y)w(z) and, for instance, p(x) e E' = u(x) E J.
(iv) Global extensionof the additiverepresentation.The function uvw of (u, u, w),
defined on the product U x V X W of intervalsand well behaved in each argument,
has by (7) a local additive representationthroughoutthe interior of its domain. In
Debreu [9, pp. 22-25] such a representationis provedunderthe additionalhypothesis
that X x Z is PI, and it is mentioned[9, p. 25] that this follows in the large from the
propertyin the small. Similarly,Rad6 [24, p. 150] states that an equivalentcondition
"B" (similarto the "Thomsencondition")holds globallyif it holds locally.Since the
argumentis not spelled out at either place, we give it here in detail; in essence, the
local additiverepresentationsare united to a single global one by suitable positiveaffinetransformations.As pointed out by a referee, this extensionhas to be done with
some care, since adding a new three-dimensionalrectanglelike J x K x L in (7) to
the domain of the additivefunction in constructionmay lead to incompatibilitiesof
the transformations,like q, in (7), at different,disconnectedplaces (see Wakker[30,
Example3] and [32, ?2.2] for details). Here, we produceby extensiononly rectangles
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again and use the global product structureto get rid of the locality dimensionby
dimension,which avoidsthese complications;for anotherproof see [31].
Considertwo local representationsas in (7) and assume that they agree in two of
the open intervalsJ, K, L, say J and K, that define their respectivedomain,and let
the third intervals,say L and L', be intersecting,so that (7) holds with fr,J, K, L and
also with 6i', J, K, L' instead, where L r L' is not empty. Hereby, the "origin"
(u', v', w') in (7) with If(u'v'w') = 0 need initially not be the same as that for 6', but

it can be easily "shifted"since any (necessarilyinterior)point (a, b, c) of J x K x L
can take its place by considering f - if/(abc)insteadof i?, as is easily seen. So w.l.o.g.
w' E L n L' and Ir(u'v'w') = u'(u'v'w')= 0. The two additive representations are on
their common domainrelated by a positive-lineartransformation,that is,
(8)

@'(uvw) = cif(uvw)

for u E J, v

K, w E L n L'

holds for a constant c > 0. This is well known;we give referencesfor a standardway
to prove it, which is not difficult.Let u, v, w be restrictedas in (8). With 0(a + 1) :=

13= r(u'v'w), so a + 13 = f(uvw), the "Cauchy=(uvw'),
?fr'(i-1(a + P)) for a =
+
=
+
,3) 0(a)
equation" 0(a
0(13) holds (compare also [1, p. 58]) which is restricted
to an open rectanglefor the values of (a, 3) that contains(0, 0) since f(u'v'w') = 0.
By Daroczyand Losonczi[7, pp. 239-242] (comparealso [2, p. 82]), the function0 has
in this case a unique extension to R that fulfills this equation for all reals a, 3, so
0(a) = ca for a unique c > 0 since 0 is well behavedon an interval[1, p. 34], which
shows (8). Since i can be replaced by c? without changing(7), let w.l.o.g. c = 1 in
(8).
Fixing J and K in the precedingconstructionhas the importantconsequencethat
the functions ? and ?' have no common arguments s other than those given in (8)
where f and ?' agree: For, let s = abc = a'b'c' for a, a' e J, , b' E K, c e L,
c' E L'; the claim is that s = uvw holds for some u e J, v E K, w E L n L'. This is

immediateif c or c' belongs to L n L', so let this not be the case and assumew.l.o.g.
c < c', that is, the intervalsL and L' overlapso that L' containsthe largerelements.
Taking any w E L n L', which implies c < w < c' and thus abw > s > a'b'w by the
good behavior of ., one notes that the interval {uvwlu E J, v E K} contains s, which
proves the claim. Thus, the two functions ? and i' with domains I = JKL and
I' = JKL' agree by (8) on I n I' = JK(L n L') and can be extended to a single
functionon I u I', call it i again, so that (7) holds with L U L' instead of L. In this

reasoning,the extensionalong the thirddimensionis not special,so replacingJ by an
intervalJ U J' in (7) while K and L stay fixed is similarlypossible, and correspondingly for the second dimension,enlargingK.
To extend iterativelythe local additiverepresentationin the interiorof U x V X W
to a global one, take first a subcompactumUOX VOX WOwith compact intervals
U0,Vo,Wo and fix u' E Uo, v' E Vo. Consider for all w' e Wo the respective open
neighborhoodsJ X K x L of (u', v', w') such that (7) holds. They cover the compact
set {(u',v')} X WO,so finitelymanyof them suffice.The correspondingintervalsJ can
be replaced by their joint (finite) intersection to become independent of w', and
similarlyfor K, since this only restrictsthe additiverepresentation(7) but J and K
stay neighborhoodsof u', resp., v'. The correspondingintervals L unite to an open
interval W' that contains WO.For these intervals L, the extension described above
can be used inductivelyto eventuallyget an additiverepresentationon J x K x W',
that is, (7) with W' instead of L.
Next, fix only u' E Uo and considerfor all v' E Vo the additiverepresentationsjust
shown on the open sets J X K X W' (where u' E J, v' E K and Woc W') that cover
{u'} x Vox Wo,of which again finitelymany suffice.One gets rid of the dependence
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of J and W' on v' by taking the respective finite intersections, and this time
extendingalong the second dimensionby uniting iterativelythe sets K, one gets an
additiverepresentationon J X V' X W' where the open intervalsV' and W' contain
V0,resp., WOand replace K, resp., L in (7). In the same way, one extends along the
first dimensionby consideringthese representationsfor all u' e U(. (This construction could straightforwardly
be carried over to more than three dimensions.)This
an
additive
representationon an open set U' X V' X W' containingthe set
gives
it can be restricted.
which
X
to
X
U0 V( W(
Consider sequences of successively larger compact intervals U, Ul, U2,...

(and

similarlyVv,V1,... and W0,W,... ) that eventuallyexhaustthe interiorof U (resp.,
of V, W) and applythe precedingconstructionto U, X VI X W,. For sufficientlylarge
n, this set contains (e, e, e) as interior point (e is the neutral element of ? above)
which can take the place of the "origin" (u', v', w') in (7). Thus, replacing if by 0,
(uuw) = +(u) + +(u) +
+(w)+
(9)

O(e) - 0
holds for u E U,, v E V,, w E W,. As n increases,this can obviouslybe considered
as the extension of one function d for which (9) eventuallyholds for any interior
point (u, v, w) of U x V x W.
If U, V, W are not all open, equation(9) remainsto be shown if some of u, v or w
are correspondingboundarypoints of these intervals.Then +(u), ()(v)and )(w) are
still definedbecause the entire intervalsU, V and W are containedin the interiorof
F = UVW,since e is in the interiorof U, V and W:for instance,with e > v for some
v E V,

u
ue > uv E F, in particular if u is the lower endpoint of U. If u, v and w

are all boundarypoints at the same end of U, V, W, respectively,then and only then
uvw is a boundarypoint of F, where 0(uvw) can be definedby (9). Takinglimits,the
continuityof * and + shows that (9) holds for all u, v, w, or, using (4),
A[f(x, y,z)]

= 4[u(x)]

+ t[v(y)]

+ O[w(z)],

which proves(1). n
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